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At the interaction point, the laser spot has a diameter of approximately
0.5 mm, and the transverse size of the electron beam is σx ≈ 0.6 mm hor-
izontally and σy ≈ 0.2 mm vertically. Each electron bunch is approximately
11mm long (corresponding to 37 ps), i.e. about one hundred times shorter than
the laser pulse. After passing through the interaction point, the laser beam
exits the storage ring vacuum system through an identical vacuum window
and enters a second polarization analyzer which also monitors the position
and the intensity of the laser light.
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Fig. 4. Layout of the Longitudinal Polarimeter in the HERA East section.

3.2 Laser−Electron Interaction Region

The location of the laser-electron interaction region was chosen to optimize
the rate of the back-scattered Compton photons versus the background rate,
and to minimize changes to the electron ring vacuum system. Maximizing the
Compton rate means that the crossing angle between the laser beam and the
electron beam should be as small as possible, and the horizontal widths of
the electron and laser beams should both be small. In addition, the transverse
spatial distribution of the back-scattered Compton photons due to the size and
divergence of the electron beam had to be minimized, since the back-scattered
photons have to travel about 54 m to the calorimeter.

The laser-electron interaction point is located in the East Right HERA tunnel
section, 13 m downstream of the first dipole magnet BH39, which bends the
beam by 0.54 mrad (Fig. 2). This is enough to prevent a large fraction of
the bremsstrahlung generated by the residual gas in the long straight vacuum
section upstream of BH39, and by the HERMES gas target in particular,
from reaching the calorimeter. On the other hand, it is little enough that it
rotates the spin by only 1.9◦. The corresponding reduction of the measured
longitudinal beam polarization is negligible (0.06%).
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A few references and resources

• CFNS Workshop on Beam Polarization and Polarimetry
－https://indico.bnl.gov/event/7583/

• EICUG Working Group on Polarimetry and Ancillary Detectors (luminosity monitor)
－https://indico.bnl.gov/category/280/

• Precision electron beam polarimetry for next generation nuclear physics experiments
－Int.J.Mod.Phys.E 27 (2018) 07, 1830004, https://doi.org/10.1142/S0218301318300047

• “Conceptual Design Report of a Compton Polarimeter for Cebaf Hall A”, 
https://hallaweb.jlab.org/compton/Documentation/Technical/1996/proposal.ps.gz
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Outline

• Polarimetry Requirements for EIC
－Experiment requirements
－Beam properties

• Electron Polarimetry
－Overview of techniques
－Compton polarimetry à in-depth look at previous polarimeters
－Electron polarimetry at EIC

• Mott (injector)
• Electron Storage Ring (Compton)
• Rapid Cycling Synchrotron

• Hadron Polarimetry
－Experience from RHIC
－Challenges at EIC

• Summary 
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Physics from Polarized Beams at EIC

• EIC will provided an enormous amount of 
information in many reaction channels to 
elucidate the quark/gluon structure of nucleons 
and nuclei

• Polarized beams a crucial requirement for 
achieving physics goals

• 1D polarized quark distributions via inclusive 
and SIDIS  measurements (double-spin 
asymmetries)  

• Access to transverse momentum distributions 
(TMDs) via SIDIS (single-spin, double-spin 
asymmetries)

• Total angular momentum in nucleon (GPDs) 
via exclusive reactions (single-spin, double-
spin asymmetries)

• Physics beyond the Standard Model using PV 
processes
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EIC will provide unprecedented statistical precision 
in many reaction channels due to its  high luminosity
à Require systematic precision to match

8 2.1. INTRODUCTION
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Figure 2.1: Left: The x-Q2 range covered by the EIC (yellow) in comparison with past and
existing polarized e/µ+p experiments at CERN, DESY, JLab and SLAC, and p+p experiments
at RHIC. Right: The x-Q2 range for e+A collisions for ions larger than iron (yellow) compared
to existing world data. For more details see Figures 6.1 and 6.4.

The EIC covers a center-of-mass energy range for e+p collisions of
p

s of 20 to
140 GeV. The kinematic reach in x and Q2 is shown in Figure 2.1. The quanti-
ties x, y, and Q2 are obtained from measurements of energies and angles of final
state objects, i.e. the scattered electron, the hadronic final-state or a combination of
both. The quantity x is a measure of the momentum fraction of the struck parton
inside the parent-proton. Q2 refers to the square of the momentum transfer be-
tween the electron and proton and is inversely proportional to the resolution. The
diagonal lines in each plot represent lines of constant inelasticity y, which is the
ratio of the virtual photon’s energy to the electron’s energy in the target rest frame.
The variables x, Q2, y and s are related through the equation Q2 ' sxy. The left
figure shows the kinematic coverage for polarized and unpolarized e+p collisions,
and the right figure shows the coverage for e+A collisions. The EIC will allow in
both collider modes an important overlap with present and past experiments. In
addition, the EIC will provide access to entirely new regions in both x and Q2 in a
polarized e+p collider and e+A collider mode, such as the low-x region, providing
critical information about the gluon-dominated regime.

Volume 2 of this Yellow Report provides a detailed overview of the EIC physics
program, including several recent developments not addressed in the EIC White
Paper. In what follows, we focus on the most critical aspects of the scientific ques-
tions outlined above and motivate the machine and detector parameters needed to
address these questions.



Systematics and Luminosity Measurement
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Collision luminosity measured via the Bremsstrahlung process: ep à epg
à Successfully used at HERA – precisely known cross section, high rates
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�Brems = �0(1 + aPePh)

Unlike HERA, both beams polarized à results in a polarization 
dependent term:

Precision in luminosity measurement for double-spin 
asymmetries coupled to polarimetry

428 10.5. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

Figure 10.21: The c2 profiles for the first moments of the gluon truncated to the region
0.001 < x < 1. The results are based on using current data (DSSV+) and sets of projected EIC
data with two different c.m.s.-energies (5GeVx100GeV and 5GeVx250GeV). The c2 profiles
assuming only statistical uncertainties and adding 2% and 5% systematic uncertainty in the
fit, solid, dotted and dot-dashed lines, respectively.

ters

• reduce impact of synchrotron radiation on the calorimeter system

• keep the homogeneity of conversion window in thickness and material com-
position

Radiative Corrections – Radiative effects are inescapably present in relativistic
electron scattering from hadrons. They are essential to the interpretation of all
electron scattering data and indeed can be central to the determination of impor-
tant aspects of hadron structure. The uncertainty on the radiative correction can
often be a significant contribution, and in certain cases may dominate the total
measurement uncertainty.

While there is a mature understanding of radiative corrections, EIC measurements
are likely systematics limited and radiative corrections systematics might be domi-
nant. EIC will involve polarized hadrons and nuclear beams in collider kinematics
for the first time. Radiative corrections are an important uncertainty [1365], and
EIC experiment design should take them into account, not only to minimize their
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1

PePh
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R = L++/L+�

Impact of systematic uncertainties on Dg
Polarimetry systematics: 
Goal is dP/P = 1% or better for both electrons 
and hadrons



EIC Beam Properties
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1.2. OVERVIEW OF THE ELECTRON ION COLLIDER 7

Table 1.1: Maximum luminosity parameters.

Parameter hadron electron

Center-of-mass energy [GeV] 104.9
Energy [GeV] 275 10
Number of bunches 1160
Particles per bunch [1010] 6.9 17.2
Beam current [A] 1.0 2.5
Horizontal emittance [nm] 11.3 20.0
Vertical emittance [nm] 1.0 1.3
Horizontal b-function at IP b⇤

x [cm] 80 45
Vertical b-function at IP b⇤

y [cm] 7.2 5.6
Horizontal/Vertical fractional betatron tunes 0.228/0.210 0.08/0.06
Horizontal divergence at IP s⇤

x0 [mrad] 0.119 0.211
Vertical divergence at IP s⇤

y0 [mrad] 0.119 0.152
Horizontal beam-beam parameter xx 0.012 0.072
Vertical beam-beam parameter xy 0.012 0.1
IBS growth time longitudinal/horizontal [hr] 2.9/2.0 -
Synchrotron radiation power [MW] - 9.0
Bunch length [cm] 6 0.7
Hourglass and crab reduction factor [17] 0.94
Luminosity [1034 cm�2 s�1] 1.0

luminosity upgrade of the LHC.

The main elements of the EIC that have to be added to the existing RHIC complex are:

• A low frequency photo-cathode electron source delivering up to 10 nC bunches of
polarized electrons at 1 Hz.

• A 400 MeV normal-conducting S-band injector LINAC.

• A 400 MeV to 18 GeV spin-transparent rapid-cycling synchrotron (RCS) in the RHIC
tunnel.

• A high-intensity ESR in the RHIC tunnel, with up to 18 GeV beam energy using su-
perconducting RF cavities.

• A high luminosity interaction region with 25 mrad crossing angle, crab cavities and
spin rotators that allows for a full acceptance detector; a second interaction region is
possible and feasible, but not included in the project.

EIC will provide unique challenges for both electron 
and hadron polarimetry

Common challenge to both: small spacing between 
bunches
à10 ns between electron/hadron bunches at high 

luminosity configuration (~40 ns at higher CM 
configuration)

à Intense beams
à Large synchrotron radiation for electron 

beams result in large effects at detectors
àHadron beam intensity results in challenges 

for polarimeter targets

More detailed discussion later



Polarization Time Dependence - electrons
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Figure from C. Montag (BNL)

• Electrons injected into the storage ring at full polarization (85%)
• Sokolov-Ternov effect (self-polarization) will re-orient spins to be anti-parallel to main dipole field à

electrons will different lifetime depending on polarization
• Bunches must be replaced relatively often to keep average polarization high
• Bunch-by-bunch polarization measurement required

B P
Refilled every 1.2 minutes

B P
Refilled every  3.2 minutes

Pav=80%

Pav=80%

Re-injections

P∞= 30%
(conservative)

Re-injection Bunches will be replaced 
about every 50 minutes at 
5 and 10 GeV
à 3 minutes at 18 GeV

Sets requirement for 
measurement time scale



Polarization Time Dependence - protons
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Proton polarization for a fill @RHIC 

Hadron polarization lifetime expected to be much 
longer than electrons 
àNo need to replace bunches

Polarization will change with time, but much more 
slowly
à Need sufficient statistical precision to track time 
dependence, but less stringent than electron beam 
requirements



Electron Beam Polarimetry
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High Precision Electron Polarimetry

• Experiments have become ever more demanding in 
terms of electron beam polarization and required 
precision on knowledge of degree of polarization

• Hadronic physics experiments using polarized 
beams/targets dominated by knowledge of target 
polarization à usually on the order of 3-4%
－Requirements on electron beam polarimetry 

correspondingly modest
• Precision in electron beam polarimetry has been 

driven by needs of parity violating electron 
scattering experiments
－Precision of 1% or better desired

• Future PV experiments aim for precision better than 
0.5%

• EIC will make measurements with highly polarized 
hadron beams
－High precision polarimetry will become 

increasingly relevant for hadronic physics 
experiments

Experiment Beam 
Energy 

Polarization Polarimetry 
Precision 

JLab GEp/GMp (1999) 1-4 GeV 60% 3% 

SLAC E154 DIS g1n (1997) 48 GeV 82% 2.4% 

HERMES g1n DIS (2007) 30 GeV 55% 2.9% 

SLAC 122 PV-DIS (1978) 16-22 GeV 37% 6% 

Bates SAMPLE (2000) 0.2 GeV 39% 4% 

MAMI PV-A4 (2004) 0.85 GeV 80% 2.1% 

JLab Q-weak (2017) 1.2 GeV 88% 0.62% 

SLD ALR (2000) 46.5 GeV 75% 0.5% 
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Electron Beam Polarimetry

Beam polarization determined via measurement of scattering asymmetry with known analyzing power 

Process may rely on a double-spin or single-spin asymmetry

à Double-spin measurements rely on knowledge of the target polarization
à Single-spin asymmetry à no target polarization, but only one useful process (Mott scattering), can only 

be used at low energy
à Electron polarimetry à for all useful processes, analyzing power known with high precision (QED)

Aeffective incorporates theoretical analyzing power, convoluted over polarimeter acceptance
à May include additional corrections (radiative effects, “Levchuk” effect, etc.)
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Ameasured = PbeamAe↵ective
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Electron Polarimetry Techniques

Common techniques for measuring electron beam polarization
• Mott scattering: 𝑒 + 𝑍 → 𝑒, spin-orbit coupling of electron spin with (large Z) target nucleus
－Useful at MeV-scale (injector) energies

• Møller scattering: 𝑒 + 𝑒 → 𝑒 + 𝑒, atomic electrons in Fe (or Fe-alloy) polarized using external 
magnetic field
－Can be used at MeV to GeV-scale energies – rapid, precise measurements
－Usually destructive (solid target) – non-destructive measurements possible with polarized gas target, 

but such measurements not common

• Compton scattering: 𝑒 + �⃗� → 𝑒 + 𝛾, laser photons scatter from electron beam
－Easiest at high energies
－Non-destructive, but systematics are energy dependent

Other polarimetry techniques 
• Spin-light polarimetry – use analyzing power from emission of synchrotron radiation
• Compton transmission polarimetry
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Mott Polarimetry

July 23, 2018 10:7 WSPC/S0218-3013 143-IJMPE 1830004

K. Aulenbacher et al.

Fig. 1. The Mott scattering analyzing power for gold as a function of scattering angle and electron
energy. Figure reproduced from Ref. 27 with minor modifications.

2.1.1. Mott asymmetry measurement

Consider a Mott polarimeter with a pair of detectors arranged above (up) and
below (down) a target foil defining the normal (n̂) to the vertical scattering plane.
An electron beam with fully horizontal polarization P may be either parallel or
anti-parallel to n̂. The number of electrons scattered through an angle θ up and
detected, Nu, is proportional to 1 + PS(θ). Similarly the number scattered down
and detected, Nd, is proportional to 1 − PS(θ). The experimental asymmetry (ε)
is defined as the difference in the number of electrons scattered up versus down
divided by their sum

ε =
Nu − Nd

Nu + Nd
= PS(θ). (4)

Although Eq. (4) can be used to compute the experimental asymmetry, instrumen-
tal errors between the detectors introduce uncertainty in the measured polarization.
These errors are introduced by inequalities in the pairs of detectors, or misalign-
ments and inhomogeneities in the beam or target. Consider again the up and down
detectors where the beam is well-aligned and scatters into both detectors at an
angle θ. The efficiencies (Qu, Qd) and solid angles (∆Ωu and ∆Ωd) of the detectors
can be different. For a beam of spin-right (+) electrons the number of scattered
elastic electrons detected are then

N+
u = i+ρ+Qu∆ΩuI(θ)[1 + PS(θ)],

N+
d = i+ρ+Qd∆ΩdI(θ)[1 − PS(θ)],

(5)

where i+ and ρ+ are the beam current and target density for this spin state. If
Qu∆Ωu "= Qd∆Ωd an experimental asymmetry due to the detectors exists. This
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Mott scattering: 𝑒 + 𝑍 → 𝑒
à Spin-orbit coupling of electron spin with (large Z) 

target nucleus gives single-spin asymmetry for 
transversely polarized electrons

Mott polarimetry useful at low energies  
à ~ 100 keV to 5 MeV
à Ideal for use in polarized electron injectors

I(q) à unpolarized cross section

�(✓,�) = I(✓)[1 + S(✓)~P · n̂]
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S(q) is the Sherman function 
à must be calculated from electron-nucleus cross 

section
à Dominant systematic uncertainty but controlled to 

better than 1%
I(✓) =

✓
Ze2

2mc2

◆2 (1� �2)(1� �2 sin2 ✓
2 )

�4 sin2 ✓
2
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Sherman Function

Sherman function describes single-atom elastic scattering from 
atomic nucleus

S(✓) = i
fg⇤ � gf⇤

f2 + g2
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Direct amplitude Spin flip amplitude

In target with finite thickness, electron may scatter more 
than once à Effective Sherman function
à Controlled by making measurements at various foil 
thicknesses and extrapolating to zero

f and g can be calculated exactly for spherically symmetric charge 
distribution

Knowledge of nuclear charge distribution and atomic electron 
distribution leads to systematic error 
à Controlled better than 0.5% for regime 2-10 MeV
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to the theoretical uncertainty in the Sherman function in the
few-MeV energy range, and are estimated to be no greater
than ≈0.5%. By measuring the Mott asymmetry from foils
of several different atomic numbers and at several different
energies it may be practical to place meaningful bounds on
this theoretical uncertainty.

These favorable experimental and theoretical considera-
tions led us to develop a Mott polarimeter capable of high
statistical precision measurements, which was optimized for a
5-MeV electron beam, the nominal value at the Continuous
Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) injector. The
5-MeV polarimeter we describe here has been in use for over
20 years, and has proven to be a readily available, easily
used, and reliable monitor of beam polarization in the low-
energy region of the injector. For beam energies now reaching
11 GeV, the beam polarization is not measurably degraded
during multiple acceleration passes through the full CEBAF
accelerator, and remains entirely in the horizontal plane in
both the polarized injector and the experimental halls, despite
the intervening vertical bends to separate and recombine the
beams from different passes through the linear accelerators
[20]. Thus the polarization measured in the low-energy region
of the injector is directly relevant to the polarization measured
at the final energy in the experimental halls over the full
energy range of the present accelerator.

Since our original development of this polarimeter, sig-
nificant improvements to the shielding, detectors, electron-
ics, time-of-flight system, and beam dump have been made,
resulting in the current version of the polarimeter presented
below. A very early result reported asymmetry measurements
from foils of three different Zs (29, 47, and 79) in reasonable
agreement with expectations, as well as OTR measurements
showing that the beam profile was independent of the beam
polarization to a high degree [21]. Detailed measurements
of a beam with constant polarization at three different beam
energies (2.75, 5.0, and 8.2 MeV) made with the original
polarimeter with the addition of time-of-flight background
rejection have been presented, along with fits to the asym-
metry versus target foil thickness at each energy using a
semiempirical model based on Wegener’s study of the double-
scattering problem [22,23]. The entire three-energy data set
was fit very well with this model, as shown in Fig. 1, and
is consistent with the polarization at all three beam energies
being the same within about 0.3%. It is worth noting that
foil thicknesses spanning a factor of 100, from 0.05 to 5 µm,
were used in these measurements. Using an unpolarized beam,
it was determined that the instrumental asymmetry of the
polarimeter was (4 ± 6) × 10−4. Finally, it should be noted
that no radiative corrections were included in the computation
of the Sherman function at these three energies. Given the
dependence of the leading-order radiative corrections on en-
ergy, this result provides strong circumstantial support that the
net effect of these corrections largely cancels, as theoretically
anticipated.

One other polarimeter operating in the MeV range at an
accelerator has been reported [24]. This device was operated
between 1 and 3.5 MeV at the MAMI microtron accelerator at
Mainz. It employed two double-focusing spectrometer mag-
nets followed by scintillation detectors, with a fixed scattering
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FIG. 1. Asymmetry vs foil thickness measured at three different
energies with the original version of the polarimeter. The fits to
the three data sets (measured scattering asymmetry vs target foil
thickness) are based on the semiempirical model developed by
Steigerwald [22]. The fit intercept at zero foil thickness, along with
the theoretically calculated Sherman function, then determines the
beam polarization.

angle of 164◦, corresponding to the maximum analyzing
power at 2 MeV. They reported a reproducibility better than
1% in their asymmetry measurements, and they believe they
reach an absolute accuracy for the measured polarization of
about 1%.

II. MOTIVATION AND METHODS

The motivation for our MeV Mott polarimetry studies has
been to reduce the uncertainty in the measured polarization
of longitudinally polarized electron beams used for parity-
violation studies at CEBAF. This is because uncertainty in the
beam polarization is the dominant uncertainty in the measured
parity-violating asymmetry in the scattering of longitudinally
polarized electrons from nuclear or electron targets. The high-
precision Mott polarimeter described here not only provides
an independent measurement of the beam polarization from
the injector, but is a very useful instrument to normalize
the polarization measured by various polarimeters in the
experimental halls [25]. A meaningful reduction in the un-
certainty of the electron-beam polarization will directly im-
pact the physics interpretation of high-energy parity-violation
measurements.

In this paper we have employed methods to test and
improve both the accuracy and precision of the measured
beam polarization. The accuracy was improved by performing
theoretical calculations of the Sherman function, applying
statistical analyses to the analyzing power dependence on
polarimeter target thickness, and developing GEANT4 simu-
lations to model and validate the analyses. The precision of
the polarimeter was investigated by detailed examination of
the dependence of the measured physics asymmetry on the
detector signals that are recorded to isolate the polarization
dependent Mott elastic signal, as well as a number of poten-
tially important systematic effects.

015501-3



MAINZ MeV Mott

Mott polarimeter in MAMI accelerator at Mainz installed after injector linac

Scattering angle = 164 degrees
à Sherman function peaks at 2 MeV

Background from dump suppressed by using 
deflection magnets to steer scattered 
electrons to detectors – no direct line of site 
to beam dump

Dominant systematics from Sherman 
function, zero-thickness extrapolation, 
background
àGEANT simulations suggest backgrounds 

~ 1%

Systematic uncertainty better than 1% 
achievable with some additional effort
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JLab 5 MeV Mott

Jefferson Lab 5 MeV Mott Polarimeter

Routinely used in CEBAF injector

• Optimized for operation at 5 MeV
• Studied between 3-8 MeV

• Detectors at 172.7 degrees
• Thin and thick scintillators

• Typically uses thin gold target (1 µm or less)
• Some backgrounds possible due to nearby 

beam dump 
• Has been studied using lower duty cycle 

beam + time of flight
• Recent extensive systematic studies yield 

overall systematic uncertainty < 1%

J.M. Grames et al, Phys.Rev.C 102 (2020) 1, 015501
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FIG. 4. Plan view of the injector illustrating the rf accelerating cavities, the 12.5° beam line through the Mott polarimeter, the spectrometer
beam lines at −30° and 25°, and the straight beam line leading to the rest of the CEBAF injector including an rf cavity beam current monitor
(BCM) and a Faraday cup (FC).

The beam emittance was measured following run 1 by
the quadrupole scan method using the first quadrupole in the
beam line and a downstream wire scanner. The horizontal
normalized rms emittance was about 0.56 µm, and the vertical
normalized rms emittance was about 0.4 µm. These emit-
tances, though small, reflect the relatively large illuminated
area of the photocathode as used in a recent parity-violation
study [40]. Given these small emittances, they were not re-
measured in run 2. These emittances resulted in beam sizes
of typically ≈0.5-mm rms at the Mott scattering foil, and
similarly small diameters throughout the entire beam line.

V. DESIGN OF THE POLARIMETER

The polarimeter vacuum chamber, shown in Fig. 5, is com-
posed of three segments—a scattering chamber containing the
target foils, apertures, and detector ports; an extension section
providing a vacuum pump port; and a long drift chamber
ending in a beryllium and copper beam dump structure. The
polarimeter is connected directly to a beam port 12.5° off
the main accelerator beam line, with no intervening vacuum
windows. The beam is steered to the polarimeter by a dipole
magnet. When not in use, the polarimeter is isolated with a

FIG. 5. Elevation view of the Mott polarimeter, including the beam line from the dipole magnet which steers the beam into the polarimeter.

015501-7
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Contribution Value

Sherman function 0.50%

Target thickness extrapolation 0.25%

Device-related systematics 0.24%

Energy cut (0.1%)

Laser polarization (0.10%)

Scattering angle/beam energy (0.20%)

Total 0.61%

Much effort dedicated to demonstration of precision Mott 
polarimetry
à Improved background rejection via time-of-flight cuts
à Dedicated studies of Sherman function
à GEANT4 simulations showed double-scattering in target 

foil is only source of dependence of analyzing power on 
target thicknessHIGH PRECISION 5 MEV MOTT POLARIMETER PHYSICAL REVIEW C 102, 015501 (2020)
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FIG. 18. Fits to the measured asymmetry vs foil thickness for run 1 (a) and run 2 (b), for the allowed Padé functions PA(01), PA(11), and
PA(20), and for asymmetry vs relative rate for run 1 (c) and run 2 (d) and allowed Padé functions PA(11) and PA(02).

determined by the vendor, we use in our experimental analysis
and theoretical models the values we determined by the FE-
SEM method (summarized in the Appendix). The measured
foil thicknesses are generally within 5% of those reported
by the manufacturer. Measuring the scattering asymmetry
for each foil thickness to high statistical precision (less than
0.25%) required from less than 1 h using the thickest foil to
many hours for the thinnest. Only the statistical uncertainties
of the measured asymmetries were included in the target
thickness extrapolation. We could have included any of the
relative systematic uncertainties but these were consistent
with zero. The way we took the data on the different foils en-
sured no changes to the beam or polarimeter and the stability
measurements taken during run 1 and run 2 show no relative
systematic uncertainties (within the statistical precision).

Historically, and at lower energies less than 1 MeV (and
typically 100–200 keV) where multiple and plural scatterings
are more significant, the target thickness extrapolation has
been performed by choosing one of a variety of empirical
or model driven functional forms which lead to systematic
uncertainties at the 1% level [9,48,49]. At higher energies, as
is the case of this polarimeter, it is reasonable to assume that
single and double scattering account essentially for all of the

measured scattering asymmetry as the cross section falls as
the energy is increased greater than 1 MeV.

The dependence of the analyzing power on the single and
double scattering will affect the rate at which the scattering
asymmetry falls with increasing target thickness. For exam-
ple, in the case where there is no polarization dependence in
the second scattering the asymmetry as a function of target
thickness is of the form

A(t ) = A(0)/(1 + βt ).

If instead the second scattering also contributes an (albeit
small) polarization dependence, the asymmetry as a function
of target thickness becomes

A(t ) = A(0)[(1 + αt )/(1 + βt )].

In this paper, rather than limiting the possible functions
to those expected, we have systematized the A(t) fitting pro-
cedure using the method of Padé approximants to determine
those rational functions which best describe the data [50].

A Padé approximant is the quotient of two power series,
which in our case are

A = A(0)
(1 + a1t + a2t2 + a3t3 + · · · · · · + amtm)

1 + b1t + b2t2 + b3t3 + · · · · · · + bntn
.

015501-15
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Double-Mott Polarimeter
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Use double-scattering to measure effective Sherman function 
empirically

àUnpolarized electrons scatter from target foil – resulting 
polarization: Pscatt = Seff

àPolarized electrons scatter from 2nd, identical foil

Resulting asymmetry : Aobs = S2eff

THE POLARIMETRY CHAIN FOR THE P2 EXPERIMENT 189

Fig. 2. – Scheme of a double scattering process for determination of Seff (taken from [10]).

Virgina. It will be transported to Mainz with the goal to establish atomic trapping
and to provide measurements of hydrogen electronic polarization and, furthermore, of
its behaviour under excitation with the high intensity 180 MeV beam of MAMI-A. We
consider these preparatory experiments as necessary input for the construction of an
operational Hydro-Møller polarimeter which would become available before the start of
the P2 data taking.

4. – Double scattering Mott polarimeter, DSMP

In double elastic scattering the problem of determination of Seff (eq. (1)) is attacked
from a radically different viewpoint. Assuming symmetry of the process under time
reversal one finds that in elastic scattering the analyzing and the polarizing power are
identical. If an elastic scattering process is characterized by an effective analyzing power
Seff we therefore find that the initially unpolarized particles get polarized to a degree
P = Seff (see fig. 2). Under the assumption of parity conservation (very well justified at
the low energies of the DSMP) and for an unpolarized target the polarization direction
will be normal to the scattering plane. If we perform a second scattering with these
particles under the same conditions we find an experimental asymmetry

(3) Aexp = Seff ∗ P = S2
eff .

The measurement of Aexp therefore directly determines the effective analyzing power
except for the sign. After calibration a subsequent measurement may be done with a
polarized beam and the polarization may be obtained according to eq. (1). Several pitfalls
threaten this seemingly simple concept, especially one may question how to guarantee
the equality of both scatterings, i.e. the target thicknesses, the solid angles and so on.
In a series of experiments at the University of Münster [10-12] it was demonstrated that
such factors can be controlled at the sub-percent level. The quoted uncertainty in the
calibration of Seff is 0.3%.

A further advantage of the double scattering method is that independent cross checks
are possible if a polarized beam is available. It is then also possible to give up the
condition of identical targets. Whereas one target has an analyzing power Seff , the
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Fig. 2. – Scheme of a double scattering process for determination of Seff (taken from [10]).

Virgina. It will be transported to Mainz with the goal to establish atomic trapping
and to provide measurements of hydrogen electronic polarization and, furthermore, of
its behaviour under excitation with the high intensity 180 MeV beam of MAMI-A. We
consider these preparatory experiments as necessary input for the construction of an
operational Hydro-Møller polarimeter which would become available before the start of
the P2 data taking.

4. – Double scattering Mott polarimeter, DSMP

In double elastic scattering the problem of determination of Seff (eq. (1)) is attacked
from a radically different viewpoint. Assuming symmetry of the process under time
reversal one finds that in elastic scattering the analyzing and the polarizing power are
identical. If an elastic scattering process is characterized by an effective analyzing power
Seff we therefore find that the initially unpolarized particles get polarized to a degree
P = Seff (see fig. 2). Under the assumption of parity conservation (very well justified at
the low energies of the DSMP) and for an unpolarized target the polarization direction
will be normal to the scattering plane. If we perform a second scattering with these
particles under the same conditions we find an experimental asymmetry

(3) Aexp = Seff ∗ P = S2
eff .

The measurement of Aexp therefore directly determines the effective analyzing power
except for the sign. After calibration a subsequent measurement may be done with a
polarized beam and the polarization may be obtained according to eq. (1). Several pitfalls
threaten this seemingly simple concept, especially one may question how to guarantee
the equality of both scatterings, i.e. the target thicknesses, the solid angles and so on.
In a series of experiments at the University of Münster [10-12] it was demonstrated that
such factors can be controlled at the sub-percent level. The quoted uncertainty in the
calibration of Seff is 0.3%.

A further advantage of the double scattering method is that independent cross checks
are possible if a polarized beam is available. It is then also possible to give up the
condition of identical targets. Whereas one target has an analyzing power Seff , the

Can also use modified version of this with polarized electron 
beam
à Initial, auxiliary target no longer assumed to have same 

analyzing power as second target
à Results in a system of 5 possible observables
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P#

5 equations w/4 unknowns:
Seff, ST, P0, a

Apparatus developed at U. Münster, 
transferred to Mainz à use 
w/MESA 



Møller Scattering

Electron beam scatters from (polarized) atomic electrons in atom (typically iron or similar) 

Longitudinally polarized electrons/target:

d�

d⌦⇤ =
↵2

s

(3 + cos2 ✓⇤)2

sin4 ✓⇤
⇥
1 + PePtAk(✓

⇤)
⇤

Ak =
�(7 + cos2 ✓⇤) sin2 ✓⇤

(3 + cos2 ✓⇤)2
à At q*=90 deg. à -7/9

Transversely polarized electrons/target

A? =
� sin4 ✓⇤

(3 + cos2 ✓⇤)2
à At q*=90 deg. à -1/9

Maximum asymmetry independent of beam energy
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Møller Polarimetry

• Møller polarimetry benefits from large longitudinal 
analyzing power à -7/9 (transverse à -1/9)
à Asymmetry independent of energy
à Relatively slowly varying near θcm=90o

à Large asymmetry diluted by need to use iron 
foils to create polarized electrons 

• Large boost results in Møller events near qcm=90o 

having small lab angle
àMagnets/spectrometer required so that 

detectors can be adequate distance from beam
• Dominant backgrounds from Mott scattering –

totally suppressed via coincidence detection of 
scattered and recoiling electrons

• Rates are large, so rapid measurements are easy
• The need to use Fe or Fe-alloy foils means 

measurement must be destructive
• Foil depolarization at high currents

𝑒 + 𝑒 → 𝑒 + 𝑒

21
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Polarized Target for Møller Polarimetry
• Originally, Møller polarimeters used Fe-alloy targets, 

polarized in plane of the foil
－Used modest magnetic field

• In-plane polarized targets typically result is systematic 
errors of 2-3%
－Require careful measurement magnetization of foil

• Pure Fe saturated in 4 T field
－Spin polarization well known à 0.25%
－Temperature dependence well known
－No need to directly measure foil polarization

Effect Ms[µB] error

Saturation magnetization (Tà0 K,Bà0 T) 2.2160 ±0.0008

Saturation magnetization (T=294 K, B=1 T) 2.177 ±0.002

Corrections for B=1à4 T 0.0059 ±0.0002

Total magnetization 2.183 ±0.002

Magnetization from orbital motion 0.0918 ±0.0033

Magnetization from spin 2.0911 ±0.004

Target electron polarization (T=294 K, B= 4 T) 0.08043 ±0.00015
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Saturated Iron Foil Target

L. V. de Bever et al. 1 Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Rex A 400 (1997) 379-386 385 

pattern of the  polarization is  rota ted by about a  degree . 
The light intensity a fte r the  analyzer now acquires  a  
component with frequency v, with an amplitude pro- 
portional to the  magnetization of the  foil. 

The signal of the  diode  is  de tected with two lockin 
amplifiers  tuned to frequencies  v and 2v. The ra tio of 
the ir output s ignals  is  proportional to the  magnetiza- 
tion, and independent of the  intensity of the  laser, the  
amplitude of modulation of the  PEM or the  quality of 
the  reflection off the  iron foil. 

The light beam is  focused such tha t the  spot on 
ta rge t has  a  diameter of 2 mm. The incident e lectron 
beam, which intrinsically has  a  very small diameter 
( 100 pm), will be ras te red over the  a rea  covered by 
the  light beam using a  pair of Helmholtz coils  placed 
upstream of the  polarimeter. With this  arrangement 
the  light from the  Kerr se tup samples  nearly the  same 
a rea  of the  foil as  the  one tha t produces  the  Mnrller 
e lectrons . 

For ta rge t tempera tures  up to -3OO”C, correspond- 
ing to beam currents  of typically 30 PA, the  Kerr sys- 
tem tracks  the  increase  of ta rge t tempera ture  and the  
corresponding reduction in ta rge t magnetization (po- 
larization). For higher beam intensities , where  the  sur- 
face  of the  iron foil may suffer modifications due to too 
high a  tempera ture , the  Merller ta rge t will be mounted 
in a  rota ting frame with its  axis  off the  beam axis , such 
as  to dis tribute  the  hea t over a  la rger a rea . 

5. Performance 

With the  ta rge t and Kerr system described in the  
previous section, we  have carried out many different 
tes ts ; some of the  most relevant ones for the  final 
performance a re  described below. 

In order to s tudy the  saturation behaviour, we  have 
ramped up and down the  B-fie ld, and observed the  
Kerr s ignal. Fig. 5 shows the  B-fie ld as  a  function of 
time, toge ther with the  ra tio of the  v and 2v signals , 
proportional to the  foil polarization. As expected from 
Fig. 1 the  polarization is  a  nearly linear function of 
B up to the  saturation fie ld of 2.2T. At this  fie ld, the  
foil abruptly passes  into saturation. Ramping down the  
B-fie ld gives  a  symmetrical result. 

In order to be tte r es timate  how well the  iron foil is  
sa tura ted, we  show in Fig. 6 an enlarged deta il. The 
curvature  a t the  turnover point is  compatible  with the  

l,,,,/,,c,!l,,,l~ III I,,,- 
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Fig. 5. Kerr measurement: a complete  ramp up-down to 3T. 
Dashed curve: magnetic fie ld, solid curve: magnetization. 
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Fig. 6. Saturation measurement: Magnetization as a function of 
applied B fie ld at the  point where the  foil saturates . 

imperfection in the  alignment of the  angle of the  foil 
(see  Fig. 2). Above 2.5 T a  very small s lope  is  left; this  
s lope  is  unders tood in te rms of the  te rms proportional 
to v% and B present in Eq. (3). 

We have a lso s tudied the  depolarization of iron as  a  
function of tempera ture . For this , the  foil was  hea ted 
from the  back using a  Molybdenum tip equipped with 
a  tempera ture  sensor. During a  number of heating 
cycles  reaching different maximum tempera tures , the  
tempera ture  T and the  Kerr signal were  recorded si- 
multaneously. The resulting da ta  a re  shown in Fig. 7, 
where  our da ta  points  a re  compared to the  magneti- 
zation curve as  function of T known from Ref. [20]. 
We find excellent agreement, with uncertainties  of 

Polarization of target not directly measured when using iron foil driven to magnetic saturation
à Rely on knowledge of magnetic properties of iron
à One can test that foil is in magnetic saturation using magneto-optical Kerr effect (polarization properties of light change 

in magnetic medium)

Kerr effect measurement of foil saturation JLab measurements of asymmetry vs. applied field

Can also test dependence on foil angle 
(misalignment) and heating

Example: Measure degree of saturation vs. applied 
magnetic field
à This can also be tested with polarimeter directly
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Levchuk Effect

• On average, about 2 out of 26 atomic electrons in 
Fe atom are polarized 
－Polarized electrons are in outer shells
－Inner shell, more tightly-bound electrons are 

unpolarized
• Electrons scattering from inner-shell electrons 

result in a ”smearing” of the correlation between 
momentum and scattering angle

• For finite acceptance detector, this can result in 
lower efficiency for detection of events scattering 
from more tightly bound (unpolarized) electrons

• Ignoring this “Levchuk*” effect can result in 
incorrect polarization measurements

• First observed experimentally at SLAC in 1995 –
size of effect depends on detector acceptance

*L. G. Levchuk, Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A345 (1994) 496 

536 M. Swartz et al. /Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Res. A 363 (1995) 526-537 

Free e-Target, Run 1329 
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Fig. 11. The  measured channel-by-channel signal and asymmetry 
for data se t 5 are plotted as solid points . The  signal errors  are 
much smaller than the  diamond s ize . The  bes t fit to the  free-elec- 
tron-target hypothesis  is  shown as a solid histogram. The  dashed 
line indicates  the background s ignal size and asymmetry. 

upon a  linear background polynomial (n = 1). Two atomic 
momentum hypotheses were used to s imulate  the s ignal 
and asymmetry functions. The  firs t hypothesis  assumes 
tha t the target e lectrons a re  a t rest and is  labelled free- 
e lectron-target. The  second hypothesis  uses the a tomic 
momentum dis tributions  and is  labelled bound-elecfron- 
target. 

Typica l fits  of these hypotheses to a  s ingle set of da ta  
(set 5) a re  shown in Figs. 11 and 12. The  s ignal and 
asymmetry measured by each detector channel a re  plotted 
as  solid points . The  s ta tis tica l uncerta inty on each s ignal 
measurement is  much smaller than the point size (typically 
0.1% of the s ignal s ize). The  fits  a re  shown as  solid 
his tograms. The  dashed lines indicate  the size of the 
background s ignal and asymmetry. The  free-electron-target 
hypothesis  clearly underestimates  the observed width of 
the s ignal and yields the polariza tion measurement, PL = 
0.824 k 0.027, where the error is  entire ly s ta tis tica l. The  

Bound e-Target, Run 1329 
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Fig. 12. The  measured channel-by-channel signal and asymmetry 
for data se t 5 are plotted as solid points . The  signal errors  are 
much smaller than the  diamond s ize . The  bes t fit to the  bound- 
electron-target hypothesis  is  shown as a solid histogram. The  
dashed line  indicates  the  background signal s ize  and asymmetry. 
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Fig. 13. The  results  of fitting the  free-electron-target and bound- 
electron-target hypotheses to the  eight data samples . The  beam 
polarization es timates  derived from the  free-electron-hypothesis  
are plotted as diamonds and those  derived from the  bound-elec- 
tron-hypothesis  are plotted as squares. The  mean free-electron- 
target and bound-electron-target results  are plotted at the  le ft of 
the  figure and include the  systematic uncerta inties . For each data 
sample, the  ratio of the  goodness-of-fit parameter, x’. for the  
bound-electron-target hypothesis  to that for the  free-electron-target 
hypothesis  is  shown in the  lower plot. The  mean ratio, 0.083, is  
shown as the  solid horizontal line . 

bound-electron-target hypothesis  provides a  much better 
es timate  of the s ignal shape and yields the polariza tion 
measurement, gL = 0.705 + 0.024. 

The  results  of fitting a ll e ight da ta  sets a re  summarized 
in Fig. 13. The  beam polariza tion estimates  derived from 
the free-electron-hypothesis  a re  plotted as  diamonds and 
those derived from the bound-electron-hypothesis  a re  plot- 
ted as  squares . The  plotted error bars  reflect the s ta tis tica l 
uncerta inties  only. Note  tha t the third measurement tha t 
was made a t a  non-standard beam energy and spin orienta- 
tion is  consistent with the others . The  mean free-electron- 
ta rget and bound-electron-target results , 

0.800 _t O.O09(s ta t.) f O.O34(sys t.), 

@L= 

I 

free-electron-target hypothesis  

0.690 + O.O08(s ta t.) ?  O.O29(sys t.), ’ 
bound-electron-target hypothesis  

a re  plotted a t the right of the figure  and include the 
systematic errors . The  linac polariza tion as  determined 
from the Compton measurements  (0.657 f 0.009) is  a lso 
shown in Fig. 13 and is  1.1 s tandard deviations smaller 
than the bound-electron-target result. The  free-electron- 
ta rget result deviates  from the Compton result by 4.1 
s tandard deviations. 

Further support for the bound-electron-target hypothe- 
sis  comes from examining the goodness-of-fit parameter 
x2 for the two hypotheses. Like  most polarimeter results , 

M. Swartz et al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth. 
A363 (1995) 526 
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SLAC E154 Møller Polarimeter 
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Single-arm polarimeter used in End Station at SLAC in the 1990’s

à Low field, in-plane polarized target
à 2-detectors, but did not detect scattered and recoil electrons in 

coincidence
à Scattered electrons steered to detectors using dipole – no 

focusing quads
à Electrons detected with silicon strip detectors
à Overall systematic uncertainty 2.4%, dominated by target 

polarization (1.7%) and background subtraction (2%)

30 H.R. Band et al. iNuc1. instr. and _Meth. in Phys. Res. A 400 jf997) 24-33 

is  then proportional to the  number of incident Msller 
e lectrons . 

The silicon channels were  connected to 96 charge  
sensitive preamplifiers  [9]. The preamplifiers  inte- 
gra ted the  tota l charge  depos ited in each silicon s trip 
over the  250ns beam spill. The preamplifier output 
was  brought to the  ESA counting house  into SLAC- 
designed ADC’s . The ADC’s  res ided in E-154 beam 
CAMAC cra tes  but were  only read out during Moller 
runs. Linearity calibrations were  made before  and af- 
te r the  E - 154 da ta  run. Nonlinearities  were  less  than 
0.5% and typically less  than 0.1% with the  exception 
of one channel in the  top de tector which is  not used 
in the  present analysis . 

4. M&er data 

The polarized e lectron beam was  produced by 
photo-emission from a  s tra ined GaAs photo-ca thode  
illuminated with circularly polarized light from a  
flashlamp-pum~d Ti-sapphire  laser [lo]. The light 
helicity was  reversed randomly pulse  by pulse . The 
beam helicity for each pulse  was  tagged by a  right(R) 
or le ft(L) bit and this  information was  transmitted 
to the  pola~meter. The beam was  acce lera ted to 
48.8GeVjc and delivered to the  experiment through 
SLAC beam-line A. The beam los t 400 MeV of en- 
ergy due to synchrotron radiation before  entering the  
end s ta tion. The e lectron spin rota tes  through 7.5 rev- 
olutions in the  A-line thus  reversing the  beam helicity 
in the  end s ta tion re la tive  to the  source . 

Moller da ta  were  taken during specia l dedica ted 
E-154 runs. Moller da ta  taking required different 
beam optics  from normal E -154 da ta  taking. A 
quadrupole , between the  Moller ta rge t and mask, had 
to be turned off. Upstream quads  were  then adjus ted 
to maintain reasonable  beam s izes . The Moller ta rge t 
was  then positioned in the  beam and the  Moller mag- 
net was  turned on. Moller da ta  runs were  typically 
10 min and yielded a  s ta tis tica l e rror of 0.01. Runs 
were  usually taken in pa irs  with opposite  polarity tar- 
ge t fie lds . As the  beam quality improved, sys tematic 
s tudies  of the  pol~zation dependence on the  A-line 
beam energy and the  source  laser parameters  were  
made, After the  longitudinal beam polarization was  
optimized, the  beam polarization was  s table . 

5. Data analysis 

The Mraller analysis  proceeded through two s teps . 
The firs t-pass  analysis  ca lcula ted average  pulse  
he ights  and e rrors  for each channel from the  pulse  
by pulse  da ta . Separa te  averages  were  made for 
pulses  tagged by R and L polarization bits . Corre- 
lations between channels in the  pulse  by pulse  da ta  
were  calcula ted and recorded in a  covariance ma- 
trix. A very loose  beam current requirement was  
made before  including the  pulse  in the  overall av- 
e rages . A summary file  containing the  ADC aver- 
ages , e rrors , and corre la tions , as  well as  useful beam 
and polarimeter parameters  was  written for each 
run. 

A second-pass  analysis  read the  summary file  and 
formed sum (R+L) and difference (R-L) averages  
and e rrors  for each channel. Typical (R+L) and 
(R-L) line-shapes for the  top de tector a re  shown in 
Fig. 6. 

The background under the  unpolarized (R+L) 
Moller sca tte rs  was  es timated by fitting the  (R+L) 
lineshape to an arbitrary quadra tic background plus 
the  lineshape expected from unpolarized Moller 
scattering. The technique for estimating the  unpo- 
larized lineshape used the  observed R-L line-shape 
and the  angular smearing functions shown in Fig. 1 
to genera te  a  predicted R+L line-shape for Moller 
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Fig. 6. The  measured unpolarized (R+L) lineshape (a ) and the  
polarized (R-L) lineshape (b) in the  top detector are shown for a 
typical run. The  dashed line  is  the  fitted unpolarized background. 
The  solid line  is  the  fitted unpolarized Mraller line-shape plus  
background. 

32 H.R. Band et al. I NUN. I&r. and Meth. in Phys. Rm. A 400 (1997) 24-33 
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Fig. 7. Beam polarization determined from data using different 
target foils  plotted versus the  foil number as defined in Table  1 .The  
solid line  is  a fit to the  mean polarization. 

re jected by these  cuts . No signific~t change in the  
measured polarization was  seen. 

4.3. Detector ~e~e~~~n~e 

The average  beam polarization determined by 
each of the  5 de tectors  was  calcula ted for runs with 
f BY dE = 33 kG m. The polarizations so determined fit 
the  common mean of 0.824 with a  x2 of 9.7 for 4 dof. 
To investigate  if the  poor X2/dof was  due to a  sys- 
tematic misali~ment or e rror inl BY dl, the  da ta  were  
reanalyzed while  varying J  By dl. It was  found tha t a  
J  B,, dl 1% lower than nominal reduced the  spread in 
the  pol~zation values determined from each de tector 
to X2/dof = 1 while  raising the  mean to 0.827. 

Alternatively, the  0.7% momentum uncertainty 
from the  magnetic measurement da ta  implies an aver- 
age  0.3% uncertainty in the  analyzing power of each 
de tector. Adding this  uncertainty in quadra ture  to the  
s ta tis tica l e rror of the  each de tector would a lso result 
in a  X2/dof of 1. To accommodate  these  findings, 
a  0.3% systematic e rror is  ass igned to the  calculation 
of the  de tector analyzing power. 

6.4. Range dependence 

As described in the  analysis  section, the  measured 
Marller asymmetry is  determined by integrating (sum- 
ming) the  (R+L) and (R-L) pulse  he ights  across  the  
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Fig. 8. Calculated asymmetv scaled by detector analyzing power 
determined by the  top detector (solid curve) and average of the  
bottom detectors  (dotted curve) plotted against the  number of 
detector channels  used in the  sum over (R+L) and (R-L) data. 
The  number of bottom channels  is  multiplied by 4 s ince the  bottom 
channels  are four times  wider than the  top. The  present analysis 
sums over 21 channels  as indicated by the  arrow. 

Mprlfer peak. If the  number of channels included in the  
integration range is  too small, the  asymmetry would 
be sensitive to the  e ffects  of the  ta rge t e lectron a tomic 
motion [3]. The sensitivity of the  calcula ted asymme- 
try sca led by the  de tector analyzing power to the  num- 
ber of channels included in the  integral is  shown in 
Fig. 8. The present analysis  uses  21 channels for the  
top de tector and an equivalent number for the  bottom 
de tectors . A systematic uncertaintyof 0.3% is  ass igned 
to re flect the  variation in the  average  beam polariza- 
tion as  the  range is  varied from 20 to 30 channels . 

7. Systematic error 

The overall sys tematic e rror has  contributions from 
the  foil poI~ization, unce~ainties in the  expected 
Merller asymmetry for each de tector, and uncertainties  
in the  background subtraction. The various contri- 
butions to the  systematic e rror a re  summarized in 
Table 2. 

The la rges t uncertainty is  ascribed to the  back- 
ground correction which on average  increases  the  
raw asymmetry by 20%. As a  check of the  sensitiv- 
ity of the  calcula ted polarization to the  shape  of the  
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Hall C Møller Polarimeter at Jefferson Lab

• First polarimeter to use high field, out-of-plane polarized target
• Detects scattered and recoil electron in coincidence
• 2 quadrupole optics maintains constant tune at detector plane, independent of beam energy
• “Moderate” acceptance mitigates Levchuk effect à still a non-trivial source of uncertainty
• Target = pure Fe foil, brute-force polarized out of plane with 3-4 T superconducting magnet
• Target polarization uncertainty = 0.25% [NIM A 462 (2001) 382]
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Hall C Møller Acceptance

Møller events

Detectors

Optics designed to maintain similar 
acceptance at detectors independent of 
beam energy

Collimators in front of Pb:Glass detectors 
define acceptance

One slightly larger to reduce sensitivity to 
Levchuk effect 
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Møller Systematic Uncertainties

Source Uncertainty dA/A (%)
Beam position x 0.5 mm 0.17
Beam position y 0.5 mm 0.28
Beam direction x 0.5 mr 0.10
Beam direction y 0.5 mr 0.10

Q1 current 2% (1.9 A) 0.07
Q3 current 2.5% (3.25 A) 0.05
Q3 position 1 mm 0.10

Multiple scattering 10% 0.01
Levchuk e�ect 10% 0.33

Collimator positions 0.5 mm 0.03
Target temperature 100% 0.14

B-field direction 2o 0.14
B-field strength 5% 0.03

Spin polarization in Fe 0.25
Electronic D.T. 100% 0.04

Solenoid focusing 100% 0.21
Solenoid position (x,y) 0.5 mm 0.23

Additional point–to–point 0.0
High current extrapolation 0.5

Monte Carlo statistics 0.14
Total 0.85

Systematic error table from Q-
Weak (2nd run) in Hall C  (2012)

à Some uncertainties larger than 
usual due to low beam energy 
(1 GeV)

à Levchuk effect, target 
polarization same at all 
energies

Total uncertainty less than 1%
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Hall A Møller Polarimeter at Jefferson Lab

Moller Polarimeter in Hall A
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Like Hall C, uses high field target polarized out-of-plane
à Initially used low field target, but upgraded to achieve higher 

precision
à Large detector acceptance to mitigate Levchuk effect

à Optics uses combination of 3(4) quadrupoles + dipole
à Same tune cannot be used for all energies – each energy 

requires new solution
à Overall systematic uncertainties comparable to Hall C
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Møller Polarimetry with an Atomic Hydrogen Target

Proposal to use atomic hydrogen as target; operates at full 
beam current, non-destructive measurement
àat 300 mK, 8 T, Pe ~ 100% 
àdensity ~ 3 1015 cm-3

àlifetime >1 hour
àExpected precision < 0.5%!

Contamination, depolarization expected to be small à < 10 -4

Such a target allows measurements concurrent with running 
experiment, mitigates Levchuk effect

System is under development for use at MAINZ for the P2 
experiment à polarization measurements expected within 
the next couple years

Application at  EIC?
à Gas heating by radiation drops density 
by factor ~ 100 to 1000
àBeam creates field 0.2-2 kV/cm – traps 
positive ions
Maybe some kind of H jet target can be 
used instead? 30



Møller Polarimetry with Jet Targets

HOLDING FIELD MAGNET
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Figure 1: Lay-out of Møller Polarimeter with Internal Tar-
get.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The internal target with the thickness of � 5 · 1011

electron/cm2 is formed by the jet of polarized deuterium
atoms from the Atomic Beam Source (ABS) of Deuteron
Facility [3]. Gas jet crosses the electron beam at a right an-
gle near the axis of VEPP-3 vacuum chamber (see Fig.1).
High degree of electron polarization (�t � 100%) of the jet
as well as a high-quality focusing of the latter is achieved
by the use of a set of sextupole magnets in ABS. With the
purpose to reduce the flow of atoms into the storage ring
and to get better background condition a rectangular slit di-
aphragm with a size of 4x15 mm was introduced between
ABS and the vacuum chamber of the storage ring. The ion
pump was used to pump the reflected atoms from the vicin-
ity of the diaphragm. In the vacuum chamber of the stor-
age ring three ion pumps were used. However a relatively
high background pressure was observed in the experiment
(see below). It could be explained by high density of the
gas near the rectangular diaphragm due to pumping speed
of ion pumps were smaller than nominal. The direction
of target polarization was flipping periodically (every 20
sec) parallel or anti-parallel to the electron beam polariza-
tion. It is done by the holding field magnet, which creates
a magnetic field with magnitude 300 G near the beam-jet
interaction region (see Fig.1).

The polarimeter detector system (see Fig.1) is placed at
116 cm distance from the target jet. It consists of two nearly
identical arms, installed symmetrically with respect to XZ-
plane, to detect both electrons in coincidence taking into
account their coordinate correlation in XY -plane. The co-
ordinate resolution of the detecting system is estimated to
be about 0.2 mm. The geometrical factor determined by a
solid angle of the detection system Ag � 0.089÷ 0.088 in
the energy range E = 1900 ÷ 1800 MeV. Design param-
eters of the polarimeter provide a counting rate of about 6
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Figure 2: The distributions over parameter R for typical 1
hour run. a) no selection; b) background suppressed.

Hz at the beam current of � 100 mA. It takes about 8 min-
utes for data acquisition to measure the asymmetry with a
20% statistical error in case of 80% beam polarization.

DATA ANALYSIS

In the experiment the average event rate was 50-70 Hz
that is about 10 times larger than the expected one. The
residual gas in vacuum chamber is found to be the main
source of background. In presence of the target the gas den-
sity increases in a wide region around the target because
of non-Gaussian tails of the gaseous jet and of a lack of
pumping capacity. The events of e�e� scattering are se-
lected using the polar and azimuthal angular correlations
pertinent to elastic scattering. Then the distribution of se-
lected events over the parameter R = �1 · �2�/2 (�1,2 are
the polar angles of two detected electrons) is analyzed. A
typical example is shown in Fig.2. The peak corresponds
to the beam-jet scattering and the wide wings are due to
background events. The background contribution of ’natu-
ral’ residual gas is estimated from the run with no jet. An-
other wide background could be explained by insufficient
pumping speed for atoms reflected by the diaphragm. This
background shape is tested in a special experiment with a
controllable leak of the deuterium gas used instead of a jet.
The effect/background ratio under the peak (±2�) is about
0.75. To observe the effect of beam polarization the events
are separated into two groups according to a sign of target
polarization. Two distributions over R for different target
polarizations are used to determine the polarization from
(2).

Proceedings of EPAC 2004, Lucerne, Switzerland

2731

A. Grigoriev et al, Proceedings of EPAC 2004 

Møller not typically used in storage rings since 
commonly used targets are destructive to the 
beam à iron and iron-alloy foils

àJet target would be non-destructive – some 
measurements with jet targets have been 
done at VEPP-3 

What precision on target polarization can be 
achieved with jet targets?
àRHIC H-JET target polarization known to better 

than 1%

Some R&D would be required, but precision 
Møller polarimetry in storage rings may be 
feasible
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Compton Polarimetry

Polarimeter Energy Sys. Uncertainty

CERN LEP* 46 GeV 5%

HERA LPOL 27 GeV 1.6%

HERA TPOL* 27 GeV 2.9%

SLD at SLAC 45.6 GeV 0.5%

JLAB Hall A 1-6 GeV 1-3%

JLab Hall C 1.1 GeV 0.6%

June 4, 2018 11:23 WSPC/INSTRUCTION FILE electron˙polarimetry

34 Aulenbacher, Chudakov, Gaskell, Grames, Paschke

Laser	system

Electron	beam

Scattered	electrons

Dipole

Segmented	
electron
detector

Photon	detector
g

Fig. 21. Key components in a Compton polarimeter including the laser system, photon detector,
and electron detector. One or more steering magnets are required to deflect the electron beam
away from the photon detector as well as momentum-analyze the scattered electrons.

While Compton polarimetry has been used to measure the transverse polarization
of electron beams in storage rings, the technique relies on measuring the spatial
dependence of the asymmetry, hence high precision is di�cult to achieve.

The unpolarized cross section and longitudinal analyzing power are shown in
Fig. 20. These figures assume a 532 nm (green) laser colliding with electron beams
from 1 to 27 GeV. The unpolarized cross section shows only a modest dependence on
beam energy, while the longitudinal analyzing power changes rather dramatically.
At the kinematic endpoint, E� = Emax

� , the analyzing power grows from 3.5% at
1 GeV to 58.8% at 27 GeV.

4.2. Apparatus and Measurement Techniques

The key components required for a Compton polarimeter are a laser system and a
detector for either the backscattered photon or the scattered electron. The require-
ments on these components depend on the accelerator in which the polarimeter is
deployed. A cartoon of a “generic” Compton polarimeter is shown in Fig. 21.

4.2.1. Laser system

The choice of laser system depends crucially on the accelerator environment. Stor-
age rings generally operate at high average electron beam current (on the scale of
mA) so that rapid polarization measurements can be made using commercial lasers
operating at ⇠1-10 W. In addition, typical storage ring bunch structures (short
bunches at relatively low repetition rates) mean that low average power lasers op-
erated in pulsed mode result in high instantaneous luminosities, which in turn lead
to a built-in suppression of beam-related backgrounds (primarily Bremsstrahlung
radiation). In this case, the polarimeter must be operated in “multiphoton” mode,
which will be discussed later.

Compton polarimetry has been used extensively in both fixed-target and collider 
environments – standard technique in storage rings since it is non-destructive

àHighest precision has been achieved using electron detection, for longitudinally 
polarized electrons

32
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Compton Scattering - Kinematics

e (Ebeam)

γscatt (Eγ,θγ)

γlaser (λ, Elaser)

e’ (E’e, θe)

Laser beam colliding with electron 
beam nearly head-on 

E� ⇡ Elaser
4a�2

1 + a✓2��
2

a =
1

1 + 4�Elaser/me

Maximum backscattered photon energy at
q=0 degrees (180 degree scattering)

For green laser (532 nm):
àEgmax ~ 34.5 MeV at Ebeam=1 GeV
àEgmax = 3.1 GeV at Ebeam=11 GeV
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Compton Scattering – Backscattered Photon Angle

34
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cos ✓� =
Ebeam + Elaser � 2ElaserEbeam/E�

Ebeam � Elaser

Backscattered photons emitted in a narrow 
cone

For measurements of longitudinal 
polarization, helpful in that detector can be 
compact 

à Measurements of transverse polarization 
require measurement of spatial dependence 
of asymmetry – high granularity detectors 
needed
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Polarization Measurement via Compton Polarimetry

Compton polarimetry can be used to measure both longitudinal and transverse electron beam polarization

AT =
2⇡r2oa

(d�/d⇢)
cos�

"
⇢(1� a)

p
4a⇢(1� ⇢)

(1� ⇢(1� a))

#
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Polarization Measurement via Compton Polarimetry

Longitudinal polarization measured via counting asymmetry 
vs. energy, or energy-integrated asymmetry 

Detector strip # à Scattered electron energy

Photon-energy 
weighted 
asymmetry
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Fig. 10. (a) Sum and (b) difference distributions for a polarized 
positron beam at 3.60GeV. The resulting value of .4ex p is 
(2.55___0.14)%. 

circular polarization is switched from left to rigth at 
a frequency of about 20Hz by switching the 
voltages on the Pockels cell. However, before 
serious data taking, the voltage settings of the 
Pockels cell must be empirically checked to deter- 
mine that (a) maximal left and right circular polari- 
zation are obtained, and (b) false asymmetry effects 
due to residual linear polarization are minimized. 

Preliminary voltage settings were determined 
with the aid of a Babinet-Soleil compensator. Using 
these settings as starting values, the detector is 
operated with the beam at an energy known to 
yield zero polarization. Defining V s = V+ + V and 
V ~ = V + - V _ ,  where V+ and V are the Pockels 
cell voltages which nominally yield right and left 
circular polarization, the final settings of the cell 
voltages are then obtained by varying V s and V~ 
while accumulating vertical profile data for the two 
polarization states. The difference between the two 
profiles is made zero by an appropriate choice of V~, 
and V s is later chosen to optimize the observed 
asymmetry on a genuine polarization signal. 

3.4. ASYMMETRY MEASUREMENTS 
AS shown in section 1, a non-zero positron beam 

polarization results in an up-down asymmetry in 

the backscattered gamma ray vertical distribution. 
During a data run, vertical distributions are accu- 
mulated separately for right and left circular polari- 
zation settings of the Pockeis cell. An individual 
run lasts typically 2-3 rain, preceded and followed 
by 10 s laser-off runs. With - 15 kHz backscattered 
rates, approximately 106 events are normally accu- 
mulated in each distribution. The actual width of 
the distribution is dependent on the beam energy. 
The difference between distributions for left and 
right circular polarization is shown in fig. 9b for an 
unpolarized positron beam at an energy of 
2.05 GeV, and in fig. 10b for a polarized beam at 
3.60 GeV. 

The experimental asymmetry Aexo is obtained 
online by the following procedure: 

a) The left (L) and right (R) distributions are 
added together and the most probable bin is 
determined. 

b) Individual up-down asymmetries are calcu- 
lated, defined as 

U -  D = AL,R ' 
U--+D L.R 

where U, D refer to sets of bins above and 
below the most probable bin, and are chosen 
to maximize the statistical precision of the 
measurement. The experimental asymmetry is 
then defined as Aex0= (AL--AR)/2. This com- 
bination eliminates false asymmetries due to 
inexact centering of the U, D regions or other 
systematic effects. 

A 3 min run typically yields a value of Aexp with a 
statistical error of _0.001. 

4. Results 
Fig. 11 shows an example of asymmetry mea- 

surements as a function of time during a single 
T I 1 , i 

~_~ 2 ~ ~ r ~ ~  _ T  

o~  

E=3.7 OeV 

0 1 ~  I I I 
0 20 40 60 

TIME (mnn) 
Fig. 11. Measured asymmetry versus time with 3.7 GeV posi- 
trons in SPEAR. 

Transverse polarization typically measured via 
spatial dependence (up-down) of asymmetry

JLab – Hall C

JLab – Hall A

SPEAR @ SLAC
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Luminosity

Luminosity for CW laser colliding with electron beam at non-zero crossing angle:

L =
(1 + cos↵c)p

2⇡

Ie
e

PL�

hc2
1q

�2
e + �2

�

1

sin↵c

Beam size at interaction point with laser dictates luminosity (for given beam current and 
laser/electron beam crossing angle)
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Pulsed laser:

Assumes beam sizes constant over region of overlap (ignores “hourglass effect”)

Ng(e) = number of photons (electrons) per bunch



Luminosity
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Pulsed laser provides higher luminosity than 
CW lasers (for pulsed beams)

àAs crossing angle gets smaller, 
improvement in rates become more 
comparable

àMain advantage at small crossing angle in 
using pulsed laser is identification of beam 
bunch and ability to measure polarization 
profile

à Laser beam bunch length smaller than 
beam bunch will allow extraction of 
polarization vs. time in bunch (center vs. 
tails)



Analyzing Power and Measurement Times
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Measurement time depends on luminosity, analyzing power, and measurement technique
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Average analyzing power: à Average value of asymmetry over acceptance

Energy-weighted: 
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Differential: 

à Energy deposited in detector for each helicity state
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method = hA2i à Measurement of asymmetry bin-by-bin vs. energy, etc.
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HERA Longitudinal Compton Polarimeter

At the interaction point, the laser spot has a diameter of approximately
0.5 mm, and the transverse size of the electron beam is σx ≈ 0.6 mm hor-
izontally and σy ≈ 0.2 mm vertically. Each electron bunch is approximately
11mm long (corresponding to 37 ps), i.e. about one hundred times shorter than
the laser pulse. After passing through the interaction point, the laser beam
exits the storage ring vacuum system through an identical vacuum window
and enters a second polarization analyzer which also monitors the position
and the intensity of the laser light.
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Fig. 4. Layout of the Longitudinal Polarimeter in the HERA East section.

3.2 Laser−Electron Interaction Region

The location of the laser-electron interaction region was chosen to optimize
the rate of the back-scattered Compton photons versus the background rate,
and to minimize changes to the electron ring vacuum system. Maximizing the
Compton rate means that the crossing angle between the laser beam and the
electron beam should be as small as possible, and the horizontal widths of
the electron and laser beams should both be small. In addition, the transverse
spatial distribution of the back-scattered Compton photons due to the size and
divergence of the electron beam had to be minimized, since the back-scattered
photons have to travel about 54 m to the calorimeter.

The laser-electron interaction point is located in the East Right HERA tunnel
section, 13 m downstream of the first dipole magnet BH39, which bends the
beam by 0.54 mrad (Fig. 2). This is enough to prevent a large fraction of
the bremsstrahlung generated by the residual gas in the long straight vacuum
section upstream of BH39, and by the HERMES gas target in particular,
from reaching the calorimeter. On the other hand, it is little enough that it
rotates the spin by only 1.9◦. The corresponding reduction of the measured
longitudinal beam polarization is negligible (0.06%).

6

M. Beckmann  et al, NIM A479 (2002) 334-348

HERA Longitudinal polarimeter 
installed in long straight section near 
HERMES experiments

à Laser system: single pass, pulsed 
laser synced to beam frequency

àBackscattered photons detected 
in sampling calorimeter

àOperated in “multi-photon” 
mode – up to thousand photons 
produced per laser pulse

àPolarization extracted using 
energy integrated asymmetry

àTotal systematic uncertainty = 
1.6%, dominated by detector 
response

plotted versus the relative trigger time, as shown in Fig. 10. With a fit to this
distribution, the calorimeter response is corrected for this variation.
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Fig. 10. Temporal profile of the laser pulses as sampled by an electron bunch. The
solid line through the distribution is a fit which is used to correct the calorimeter
response.

Switching between the two light helicity states results in the two energy distri-
butions for the corrected calorimeter signals I 1

2

and I 3

2

, displayed in Fig. 11 for
an individual bunch. The longitudinal polarization of each electron bunch is
determined from the asymmetry of the means of these two energy distributions
divided by the analyzing power and the measured circular light polarization
(Eq. (5)). This calculation is provided every minute. The longitudinal beam
polarization is finally computed as the mean of the individual bunch polariza-
tions weighted by the corresponding time-averaged bunch currents.
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Fig. 11. Spectra collected in multi-photon mode for the spin-1
2
(solid histogram)

and spin-3
2
(dashed histogram) configurations for a specific electron bunch with a

beam polarization of 0.59.

4.4 Čerenkov Light Attenuation

A large number of Compton photons can be produced per laser pulse when
the polarimeter is operated in the multi-photon mode, ranging from a few
photons to many thousand. During normal operating mode in which about
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Transverse Polarimeter  - Apparatus

• Single-photon mode: photon rate ~100kHz
- Absolute calibration using Compton edge

- Main background bremsstrahlung
! Statistical background subtraction using 

laser off data

- Separate measurements of colliding and 
non-colliding bunches

- Statistical uncertainty δP/P ≈ 2-3% per min
• Single-bunches δP/P ≈ 10% per 10 min

• Upgrade 2000/2001

- Fast DAQ enabling single-bunch 
measurement

- Added position sensitive detectors and 
preradiator of 1X0 in front of detector 

(readout frequency ~2 kHz)

→ In-situ measurement of ideal calorimeter 
response, i.e. ηηηη(y)-transformation and 
position dependent total response

TPOL: [B+93,B+94]

y0γ

y
EU

ED

Silicon strip detectors x & y

Moving FiberLead 1X0

HERA TPOL operated in single-photon mode 
w/CW laser
à Used calorimeter segmented into upper 

and lower halves
à Up-down energy asymmetry serves as 

proxy for up-down position asymmetry

⌘ =
EU � ED

EU + ED
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A(y) = ∆S1

!
∆Eγ

Σ′1 dEγ!
∆Eγ

Σ0 dEγ
+∆S3Py

!
∆Eγ

Σ2y dEγ
!
∆Eγ

Σ0 dEγ

Transverse Polarimeter  - Experimental Setup

• Measures transverse polarization in straight 
section West outside any spin rotators

• Operation 1993 - 2007

• Transverse polarization

→ Spatial asymmetry between 

left and right laser helicity states

• Single-photon Mode: nγ ≈ 0.01 per bunch crossing

- Bremsstrahlung‘s background separately measured 
with laser off and subtracted statistically

e

γ‘

γ

TPOL
IP TPOL

Calorimeter65m

6cm

y
3,1mrad

y (mm)

E
γ

(G
eV

)

TPOL

Hall West
HERA-b

B. Sobloher, PSTP 2009

Transverse Compton polarimeters used at 
several accelerators
à Primarily beam diagnostic – look for 

depolarizing resonances
à HERA TPOL one of few that quote 

absolute polarization w/uncertainty
à Most precise transverse Compton to-

daye

TPOL layout 
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Key systematic uncertainty related to mapping energy asymmetry to position
àMeasured in-situ with position sensitive strip detector
à Systematic uncertainty in h-y calibration dominated by strip pitch à 0.5%

Other significant contributions to systematic uncertainty include:
àBeam optics and position
àDetector energy resolution Energy asymmetry η fit
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Figure 11: η(y) transformation function as determined from Silicon calorimeter combined
data. Points are measurements, the line represents the description for converted photons
used in the parametrised Monte Carlo. The bottom plot shows the deviations between the
points and the fit.

depositions in the upper and the lower half of the calorimeter and thus the η(y) function
as well as the total energy response EU + ED.

In the Silicon detector only photons which converted in the lead converter in front of
the Silicon detector can be measured. Photons which do not convert do not leave a
signal. The electromagnetic shower of converted photons however is slightly different
from the one of unconverted photons, resulting in small differences for both the η(y)
transformation as well as the total energy response for both classes. In the polarisation
measurement all data are accumulated, being a mixture of converted and non-converted
photons.

The η(y) function determined from data combining both Silicon detector and the
calorimeter for converted photons is shown in Fig. 11, the total energy response as
determined from the same data is shown in Fig. 12. A combined fit to both data sets
is used to determine all relevant parameters of the analytical model.

• The analytical physical model of the electromagnetic shower used to measure the η(y)
transformation for converted photons from the Silicon calorimeter combined data al-
lows for the extrapolation to the one of non-converted photons as described in more
detail below. The difference between the two curves is confirmed by detailed GEANT3
simulations [11], as is indicated in Fig. 13.

• The energy resolution of the calorimeter has been tuned between measurements from
Silicon calorimeter combined data and detailed GEANT3 simulations. Resolution cor-
relations between the two calorimeter halves need to be taken into account as the two
halves share the same shower. The resolution correlations do not influence the reso-
lution of the total response EU + ED but have an impact on the η resolution. The

14
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Πη → Πη(σbeam ,DIP)

∆η̄ := η̄L − η̄R := ∆S3PyΠη

Transverse Polarimeter  - Polarization Measurement

• Polarization measurement using spatial 
asymmetry of energy asymmetry η, 
switching laser between left and right

- Polarization given by “shift of means“

• HERA I analyzing power Πη

- Using Monte Carlo and rise time 
measurements in flat machine

• HERA II analyzing power Πη

- Beam conditions and detector changed

• More variable beam size and divergence 
(focus) and Compton interaction distance to 
calorimeter

• Exchanged calorimeter and added dead 
material in front

→ Analyzing power became dependent on 
beam divergence and IP distance

- Determination of analyzing 
power dependencies for final 
polarization values still under 
study using Monte Carlo

→ Planned: improvement of 
absolute scale and 
dependencies based on 
measured η(y)-transformation

TPOL: [B+93,B+94]

B. Sobloher, PSTP 2009
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Contribution Value

Beam properties 1.14%

Calorimeter response 0.60%

Calorimeter energy resolution 0.70%

Other 1.16%

Total uncertainty 1.87%

Dominant Systematic uncertainties

• Beam properties
• Extracted polarization very sensitive to 

laser/beam collision point, electron 
beam size – impacts 
resolution/distribution of up-down 
asymmetry

• Calorimeter response
• Calibration of up-down energy 

asymmetry in calorimeter to position
• Calorimeter energy resolution

• Up-down asymmetry evaluated for 
different bins in photon energy

Systematics could be reduced with improved 
beam diagnostics and different detector scheme

B. Sobloher et al, DESY-11-259 , arXiv:1201.2894



SLAC SLD Compton Polarimeter

Highest precision achieved with 
Compton polarimetry à dP/P = 0.5%

Operated at 45 GeV à endpoint 
analyzing power was very large: ~ 
75%

Used single-pass, pulsed laser –
excellent control of laser polarization 
at interaction point

This polarimeter [2] detects Compton-scattered electrons from the collision of
the longitudinally polarized 45.6 GeV electron beam [3] with a circularly polarized
photon beam. The photon beam is produced from a pulsed Nd:YAG laser with
a wavelength of 532 nm. After the Compton Interaction Point (CIP), the elec-
trons pass through a dipole spectrometer; a nine-channel Cherenkov detector then
measures electrons in the range 17 to 30 GeV. Figure 1 shows the location of the
Cherenkov detector with respect to the Compton spectrum; the response function
for channel 6 (as determined from an EGS simulation) is indicated as well.

The counting rates in each Cherenkov channel are measured for parallel and anti-
parallel combinations of the photon and electron beam helicities. The asymmetry
formed from these rates is given by

A(E) =
R(→→)−R(→←)

R(→→) +R(→←)
= PePγAC(E)

where Pe is the longitudinal polarization of the electron beam at the CIP, Pγ is
the circular polarization of the laser beam at the CIP, and AC(E) is the Compton
asymmetry function.

The laser (Spectra Physics GCR130) has a nominal repetition rate of 17 Hz. It
fires on every 7th electron pulse; the electron pulse rate is 120 Hz. Every 7 seconds
the laser fires on the 6th pulse rather than the 7th to avoid any synchronization of
the laser firing with instabilities in the electron beam. Laser off pulses are used for
determining backgrounds. The typical Compton collision rate is approximately 1000
Compton scatters per collision pulse, with approximately 100 Compton scattered
electrons detected by each of the 7 Cherenkov channels spanning the Compton
spectrum. Typical signal to background ratio in Channel 7 is about 5:1.
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Figure 1: Compton kinematics

The laser is polarized with a lin-
ear polarizer and two Pockels cells
as shown in Figure 2. The axes of
the linear polarizer and the PS Pock-
els cell are along the x,y axes, while
the axes of the CP Pockels cell are
along u,v (u,v axes are rotated by 45◦

with respect to x,y). This configura-
tion can generate arbitrary elliptical
polarization, and can compensate for
phase shifts in the laser transport op-
tics. Measurements of Pγ are made
before and after the CIP (see Fig-
ure 2). An harmonic beam sampler
(Gentec HBS-532-100-1C-10) trans-
mits 98% of the laser power and gen-
erates two 1% beams at forward angles of 10◦, which preserve the circular polariza-
tion, Pγ, of the main beam to better than 0.1%. Pγ is determined from photodiode

2

Multichannel gas 
Cherenkov detector à
electrons ~ 10 cm 
from nominal beam 
path

M. Woods - SLAC-PUB-7319 
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SLD Compton Systematics
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M. Woods, SLAC

CKV Analyzing Power DeterminationCKV Analyzing Power Determination
(Table Scans)

Detector resolution modifies theoretical analyzing
power by <2% for CKV7 at Compton Edge

• 10 MeV detector threshold ensures EGS-based 
simulation is reliable

Table scans sweep detector channels thru Compton Edge
• done daily
• give spectrometer calibration, locate Compton edge,

track detector channel gains
• determine CKV7 analyzing power to 0.2%

Use pulse height ratios for CKV7/CKV6 and
CKV8/CKV6 to track analyzing powers 
between table scans.  Resulting uncertainty 
in CKV7 AP is 0.3%.

References:  SLD Physics Note 50; 
E. Torrence Ph.D. thesis, SLAC-Report-509.

Systematic Value

Laser polarization 0.1%

Detector linearity 0.2%

Analyzing power 0.4%

Laser pickup 0.2%

Luminosity-weighting 0.15%

Total 0.52%

Mike Woods, SLAC, JLab Polarimetry Workshop, 2003

à Pulsed laser operated in multi-photon mode – several 
scattered electrons/pulse

à Cerenkov detector response (linearity) key systematic
à Detector coarsely segmented – small correction to 

theoretical asymmetry in each bin/channel 

Detector position scans used to determine 
position of Compton edge



Compton Polarimeters in Halls A and C at Jefferson Lab

Compton polarimeters in Hall A and C:
1. 4 dipole chicane to deflect beam to laser system
2. Fabry-Perot cavity to provide kW level CW laser power
3. Diamond/silicon strip detectors for scattered electrons
4. Photon detectors operated in integrating mode

àHall C has achieved dP/P=0.6% (electron detector)
àHall A has achieved dP/P=0.9% (photon detection)
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Fabry-Perot Cavity Laser System

Laser EOM
Cavity

~ Oscillator

Phase
shifter

Mixer

Low-pass filter

Servo
amp

Optical
isolator

Photodiode

Due to relatively low intensity of 
JLab electron beam, need higher 
laser power
à Use external Fabry-Perot cavity to 

amplify  1-10 W laser to 1-5 kW 
of stored laser power

Key systematic: Laser polarization in Fabry-Perot cavity
à Constrain by monitoring light reflected back from cavity and 
measurement of cavity birefringence
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Laser Polarization

Propagation of light into the Fabry-Pérot cavity can be described by matrix, ME
àLight propagating in opposite direction described by transpose matrix, (ME)T
àIf input polarization (ε1) linear, polarization at cavity (ε2) circular only if polarization 

of reflected light (ε4) linear and orthogonal to input*

Laser ME

MT

Exit-line 
polarization 
monitoring

Steering mirrors, 
vacuum entrance 
window, half and 
quarter wave plates

(ME)T

Steering mirrors, 
vacuum exit window

ε1 ε2

ε3

ε4

ε2=MEε1
ε4=(ME)Tε3

ε4=(ME)TMEε1

*J. Opt. Soc. Am. A/Vol. 10, No. 10/October 1993JINST 5 (2010) P06006
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Laser Polarization

Propagation of light into the Fabry-Pérot cavity can be described by matrix, ME
àLight propagating in opposite direction described by transpose matrix, (ME)T
àIf input polarization (ε1) linear, polarization at cavity (ε2) circular only if polarization 

of reflected light (ε4) linear and orthogonal to input*

Laser ME

MT

Exit-line 
polarization 
monitoring

Steering mirrors, 
vacuum entrance 
window, half and 
quarter wave plates

(ME)T

Steering mirrors, 
vacuum exit window

ε1 ε2

ε3

ε4

ε2=MEε1
ε4=(ME)Tε3

ε4=(ME)TMEε1

*J. Opt. Soc. Am. A/Vol. 10, No. 10/October 1993JINST 5 (2010) P06006

Warning! Birefringence of light in 

FP cavity also plays a role
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Polarization at Cavity Entrance via Reflected Power

“If input polarization (ε1) linear, polarization at cavity (ε2) circular only if polarization of reflected light (ε4) 
linear and orthogonal to input”

à In the context of the Hall A Compton, this means that the circular polarization at cavity is maximized 
when retro-reflected light is minimized

àOptical reversibility allows configuring system to give 
100% DOCP at cavity entrance, even when the system 
is under vacuum, just by minimizing signal in one 
detector

à In addition, response of whole system can be 
modeled by sampling all possible initial state 
polarizations

Technique applicable to any Compton polarimeter 
à eliminates uncertainties due to birefringence in 
vacuum windows (very difficult to control)
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Hall C Compton Diamond Electron Detector
Diamond microstrips used to detect scattered electrons
à Radiation hard: exposed to 10 MRad without significant signal degradation
à Four 21mm x 21mm planes each with 96 horizontal 200 μm wide microstrips.
à Rough-tracking based/coincidence trigger suppresses backgrounds 

Radiation-hard diamond detector
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Electron Detector Polarization Extraction

An “integrating” technique can be employed by fitting asymmetry zero-crossing
à Worked well for earlier Hall A experiments yielding 1% level results
à Drawback: extremely sensitive to strip/detector efficiency

Hall C Compton employed a 2 parameter fit (polarization and Compton edge) to the differential spectrum
à This has yielded good results à strip width (resolution) is important
à Zero-crossing must be in acceptance to constrain the fit well
à Systematic uncertainty dP/P = 0.6%
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Polarimeter Comparisons: Hall C Møller and Compton
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Compton measurements at 180 µA concurrent 
with experiment

Møller measurements taken intermittently, at 1 µA
Dedicated test with both Møller and 
Compton at 4.5 µA
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Jefferson Lab Polarimeter Comparisons: Spin Dance

Compared electron polarimeters in Halls A, B, C by taking 
measurements at several Wien angles – compare maximum 
polarization
àDiscovered unexpected systematic in Hall A Møller
àUpdated multi-hall Spin Dance would be beneficial since  

polarimeters have improved since original results from 2004
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Summary (Part 1)

• Precision polarimetry at EIC – key to full leveraging potential of physics program
－Couples to luminosity measurements as well through double-spin asymmetry in 

Bremsstrahlung cross section
• Electron polarimetry techniques
－Mott à high precision achieved (<1%). Only suitable up to MeV-scale energies (injectors)
－Møller polarimetry à high precision, rapid measurements. Destructive (not good for storage 

rings) 
－Compton polarimetry à default technique for storage rings. Challenges due to energy 

dependence of analyzing power
－Comparisons with multiple devices and techniques powerful tool for reducing systematic 

uncertainties
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Polarimetry at EIC – Part 2

Dave Gaskell
Jefferson Lab

CFNS Summer School on the Physics of 
the Electron Ion Collider

August 9-20, 2021
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EIC Electron Polarimetry
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EIC Electron Polarimetry Map

1.2. OVERVIEW OF THE ERHIC ELECTRON ION COLLIDER 5

The design satisfies all requirements while the beam dynamics limits are not exceeded. In
particular, the design parameters remain within the limits for maximum beam-beam tune-
shift parameters (hadrons: xp  0.015; electrons: xe  0.1) and space charge parameter
( 0.06), as well as beam intensity limitations. The outline for the eRHIC electron ion
collider is shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of the eRHIC layout.

Polarized electron bunches carrying a charge of 10 nC are generated in a state-of-the-art
polarized electron source. The beam is then accelerated to 400 MeV by a linear accelerator
(LINAC). Once per second, an electron bunch is accelerated in a rapid cycling synchrotron
(RCS), which is also located in the RHIC tunnel, to a beam energy of up to 18 GeV and
is then injected into the electron storage ring, where it is brought into collisions with the
hadron beam. The spin orientation of half of the bunches is anti-parallel to the magnetic
guide field. The other half of the bunches have a spin parallel to the guide field in the arcs.
The Sokolov-Ternov [15] effect will depolarize these electron bunches with a time constant
of 30 min (at the highest energy of 18 GeV). In order to maintain high spin polarization,
each of the bunches with their spins parallel to the main dipole field (of which there are
145 at 18 GeV) is replaced every six minutes. The polarization lifetime is larger at lower
beam energies and bunch replacements are less frequent.

The highest luminosity of L = 1 ⇥ 1034 cm�2 sec�1 is achieved with 10 GeV electrons col-
liding with 275 GeV protons (ECM = 105 GeV). The high luminosity is achieved due to
large beam-beam parameters, a flat shape (or large aspect ratio sx/sy) of the electron and
hadron bunches at the collision point, and the large circulating electron and proton cur-
rents distributed over as many as 1160 bunches. Table 1.1 lists the main design parameters
for the beam energies with the highest peak luminosity.

Mott Polarimeter

RCS: Møller Polarimeter or 
Compton

Compton polarimeter
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Development of a Compton Polarimeter for EIC

Primary electron polarimetry technique in ESR will be Compton à lessons learned from earlier polarimeters will shape 
design of EIC Compton

Requirements:
1. dP/P = 1% (or better)
2. Bunch-by-bunch polarization measurements
3. Measurement time compatible with electron bunch lifetime in ring (~2 minutes at 18 GeV)

Energy (GeV) Current (A) Polarization (%) Frequency (MHz)

5 2.5 70 99

10 2.5 70 99

18 0.26 70 25

EIC Electron Beam Properties
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Fig. 21. Key components in a Compton polarimeter including the laser system, photon detector,
and electron detector. One or more steering magnets are required to deflect the electron beam
away from the photon detector as well as momentum-analyze the scattered electrons.

While Compton polarimetry has been used to measure the transverse polarization
of electron beams in storage rings, the technique relies on measuring the spatial
dependence of the asymmetry, hence high precision is di�cult to achieve.

The unpolarized cross section and longitudinal analyzing power are shown in
Fig. 20. These figures assume a 532 nm (green) laser colliding with electron beams
from 1 to 27 GeV. The unpolarized cross section shows only a modest dependence on
beam energy, while the longitudinal analyzing power changes rather dramatically.
At the kinematic endpoint, E� = Emax

� , the analyzing power grows from 3.5% at
1 GeV to 58.8% at 27 GeV.

4.2. Apparatus and Measurement Techniques

The key components required for a Compton polarimeter are a laser system and a
detector for either the backscattered photon or the scattered electron. The require-
ments on these components depend on the accelerator in which the polarimeter is
deployed. A cartoon of a “generic” Compton polarimeter is shown in Fig. 21.

4.2.1. Laser system

The choice of laser system depends crucially on the accelerator environment. Stor-
age rings generally operate at high average electron beam current (on the scale of
mA) so that rapid polarization measurements can be made using commercial lasers
operating at ⇠1-10 W. In addition, typical storage ring bunch structures (short
bunches at relatively low repetition rates) mean that low average power lasers op-
erated in pulsed mode result in high instantaneous luminosities, which in turn lead
to a built-in suppression of beam-related backgrounds (primarily Bremsstrahlung
radiation). In this case, the polarimeter must be operated in “multiphoton” mode,
which will be discussed later.

Elke Aschenauer, Alexandre Camsonne, Ciprian Gal, Josh Hoskins, Caryn Palatchi , Richard Petti, Zhengqiao Zhang 



EIC Compton Polarimeter Location
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1.2. OVERVIEW OF THE ERHIC ELECTRON ION COLLIDER 5

The design satisfies all requirements while the beam dynamics limits are not exceeded. In
particular, the design parameters remain within the limits for maximum beam-beam tune-
shift parameters (hadrons: xp  0.015; electrons: xe  0.1) and space charge parameter
( 0.06), as well as beam intensity limitations. The outline for the eRHIC electron ion
collider is shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of the eRHIC layout.

Polarized electron bunches carrying a charge of 10 nC are generated in a state-of-the-art
polarized electron source. The beam is then accelerated to 400 MeV by a linear accelerator
(LINAC). Once per second, an electron bunch is accelerated in a rapid cycling synchrotron
(RCS), which is also located in the RHIC tunnel, to a beam energy of up to 18 GeV and
is then injected into the electron storage ring, where it is brought into collisions with the
hadron beam. The spin orientation of half of the bunches is anti-parallel to the magnetic
guide field. The other half of the bunches have a spin parallel to the guide field in the arcs.
The Sokolov-Ternov [15] effect will depolarize these electron bunches with a time constant
of 30 min (at the highest energy of 18 GeV). In order to maintain high spin polarization,
each of the bunches with their spins parallel to the main dipole field (of which there are
145 at 18 GeV) is replaced every six minutes. The polarization lifetime is larger at lower
beam energies and bunch replacements are less frequent.

The highest luminosity of L = 1 ⇥ 1034 cm�2 sec�1 is achieved with 10 GeV electrons col-
liding with 275 GeV protons (ECM = 105 GeV). The high luminosity is achieved due to
large beam-beam parameters, a flat shape (or large aspect ratio sx/sy) of the electron and
hadron bunches at the collision point, and the large circulating electron and proton cur-
rents distributed over as many as 1160 bunches. Table 1.1 lists the main design parameters
for the beam energies with the highest peak luminosity.

Initially considered placing Compton at IP12
à Far from detector IP @ 6 o’clock
à Not sufficient space in that region (hadron 

polarimetry, etc.)

Compton will be placed just upstream of IP6
à Much of beamline occupied – little free 
space.  Integration will be challenging



Simultaneous Longitudinal and Transverse Electron Polarization Measurement

Planned Compton polarimeter location upstream of detector IP
àBeam polarization mostly longitudinal, but some spin rotation remains before arrival at detector IP

Beam energy PL PT

5 GeV 97.6% 21.6%
10 GeV 90.7% 42.2%
18 GeV 70.8% 70.6%

At Compton interaction point, electrons have both 
longitudinal and transverse (horizontal) components
à Longitudinal polarization measured via asymmetry as 

a function of backscattered photon/scattered electron 
energy

àTransverse polarization from left-right asymmetry
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Beam polarization will be fully longitudinal at detector IP, but accurate measurement of absolute 
polarization will require simultaneous measurement of PL and PT at Compton polarimeter

EIC Compton will provide first high precision measurement of PL and PT at the same time 



Compton polarimetry – lessons from previous devices

• Longitudinal polarimetry
－Electron detector – needs sufficient segmentation to 

allow self-calibration “on-the-fly”
－Photon detector – integrating technique provides most 

robust results – perhaps not practical at EIC? à lower 
the threshold

• Transverse polarimetry
－Remove h-y calibration issue – use highly segmented 

detectors at all times
－Calorimeter resolution à integrate over all energy?
－Beam size/trajectory important – build in sufficient 

beam diagnostics
• Common to both
－Birefringence of vacuum windows can impact laser 

polarization à use back-reflected light
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Figure 11: η(y) transformation function as determined from Silicon calorimeter combined
data. Points are measurements, the line represents the description for converted photons
used in the parametrised Monte Carlo. The bottom plot shows the deviations between the
points and the fit.

depositions in the upper and the lower half of the calorimeter and thus the η(y) function
as well as the total energy response EU + ED.

In the Silicon detector only photons which converted in the lead converter in front of
the Silicon detector can be measured. Photons which do not convert do not leave a
signal. The electromagnetic shower of converted photons however is slightly different
from the one of unconverted photons, resulting in small differences for both the η(y)
transformation as well as the total energy response for both classes. In the polarisation
measurement all data are accumulated, being a mixture of converted and non-converted
photons.

The η(y) function determined from data combining both Silicon detector and the
calorimeter for converted photons is shown in Fig. 11, the total energy response as
determined from the same data is shown in Fig. 12. A combined fit to both data sets
is used to determine all relevant parameters of the analytical model.

• The analytical physical model of the electromagnetic shower used to measure the η(y)
transformation for converted photons from the Silicon calorimeter combined data al-
lows for the extrapolation to the one of non-converted photons as described in more
detail below. The difference between the two curves is confirmed by detailed GEANT3
simulations [11], as is indicated in Fig. 13.

• The energy resolution of the calorimeter has been tuned between measurements from
Silicon calorimeter combined data and detailed GEANT3 simulations. Resolution cor-
relations between the two calorimeter halves need to be taken into account as the two
halves share the same shower. The resolution correlations do not influence the reso-
lution of the total response EU + ED but have an impact on the η resolution. The

14



Compton Laser System Requirements
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Luminosity calculations

Ciprian Gal 5

• Using the average A2 to determine the time for a 1% statistical measurement 
(for one bunch) confirms the previous calculations we did at IP12

• The  transverse component will be the most time consuming measurement

Laser power constraint: sufficient power to result in ~ 1 backscattered photon/bunch-laser crossing
à Want to make “single photon” measurements – not integrating

532 nm laser with ~5 W average power at same frequency as EIC electron bunches sufficient 

Resulting measurement times (for differential measurement, dP/P=1%) as noted above – easily meets beam lifetime 
constraints

Ciprian Gal



Compton Laser System
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5. The laser system should also include the ability to precisely control the laser polarization at the interaction
point and flip the laser helicity rapidly - this latter requirement can be accomplished with a fast pockels cell.

The above requirements are most easily accomplished using a gain-switched seed laser, amplified by a fiber
amplifier. Such systems are available at 1064 nm - if a green laser beam is desired, a frequency doubling crystal
(either PPLN or LBO) will be required as have been routinely put in operation at Je↵erson Lab (LERF).

The gain switched seed laser consists of a low power diode laser, biased with a DC voltage close to lasing
threshold (the design is based on [5] and can be seen in figure 10). The application of an additional RF voltage
results in pulsed output at the frequency of the applied RF. Pulse widths can vary with diode laser, but widths on
the order of a few to 10s of ps are typical. In our case, the output of the gain switched seed requires pre-amplification
before being sent to a high power fiber amplifier. Both the pre-amplifier and high power amplifier are commercially
available products with several viable vendors. The gain switched system proposed here is modelled on the laser
system that has been in use for several years at the JLab polarized electron source. The main di↵erences are related
to the wavelength (1064 nm for the seed) and the overall power desired. The latter requirement is achieved simply
by obtaining a higher power fiber amplifier for the final stage.

Figure 10: Schematic of the CEBAF injector fiber-based laser system. (Figure 1 of [5] DFB is a distributed
feedback Bragg reflector diode laser; ISO is a fiber isolator; SRD is step recovery diode; L is a lens; PPLN is a
periodically-poled lithium niobate frequency-doubling crystal; DM is a dichroic mirror.)

In addition to the laser system itself, it is crucial to be able to reliably determine the degree of circular polarization
of the laser in the beamline vacuum. While it is relatively straightforward to measure laser polarization, such
measurements in vacuum can be challenging. It is not su�cient to measure the laser polarization outside the
vacuum system and assume that it is the same in the beam pipe - birefringence in the vacuum window can change
the laser polarization, and even worse, the birefringence changes under mechanical stress, i.e., when flanges are
tightened and under vacuum stress.

Fortunately, the laser polarization inside the beamline can be constrained using an optical reversibility theorem.
This is illustrated in Fig. 11. Linearly polarized light (✏1) is transformed to a general elliptical state (✏2) via
polarization modifiying optics, which may include wave plates and other birefrignent elements (including the vacuum
window), and is represented by a matrix ME . Upon reflection, the light with polarization (✏3) passes through the
same birefringent elements in reverse order (represented by (ME)T ). The optical reversibility therorem states
that for initial linear polarization (✏1), the final resulting polarization (✏4) is linear and orthogonal to the initial
polarization, if and only if the polarization just before the mirror (✏2) is 100% circular [7]. This scheme was
successfully employed in experimental Hall C at Je↵erson Lab, where the DOCP of the laser was set to 100% with
an uncertainty better than 0.2%. In the Hall C setup (which would be replicated here), the DOCP was maximized

8

JLab injector laser system

Proposed laser system based on similar system used in JLab injector and LERF 
1. Gain-switched diode seed laser – variable frequency, few to 10 ps pulses @ 1064 

nm
Ø Variable frequency allows optimal use at different bunch frequencies (100 

MHz vs 25 MHz)
2. Fiber amplifier à average power 10-20 W
3. Optional: Frequency doubling system (LBO or PPLN)

Polarization in vacuum set using 
“back-reflection” technique
à Requires remotely insertable 
mirror (in vacuum)

Prototype system under development (C. Gal, eRD26)  



D22EF

Q10EF
Q9EF: 
Electron detector location in front of quad 

Q11EF: Interaction region at the midpoint(z) of the quad

Photon detector:~31.5 m 
downstream (after Q5EF)

Compton Detectors and Simulations
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Simulations performed with:
àPhoton detector ~35 m downstream of collision point
àElectron detector downstream of dipole + 1 quad

Electron 
beam

GEANT4 simulation incorporating beamline optics/magnets



Polarization Measurement with Photon Detector
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Photon detector needs 2 components to measure both longitudinal 
and transverse polarization
o Calorimeter à asymmetry vs. photon energy (PL)
o Position sensitive detector à left-right asymmetry (PT)

Beam energy PL PT

5 GeV 97.6% 21.6%
10 GeV 90.7% 42.2%
18 GeV 70.8% 70.6%

Transverse size of detectors determined by backscattered 
photon cone at low energy 
à +/- 2 cm adequate at 5 GeV
à Longitudinal measurement requires good energy 

resolution from ~0 (as low as possible) to 3 GeV
à Fast time response also needed (10 ns bunch spacing)
à PbWO4 a possible candidate

Position sensitive detector segmentation determined by 
highest energy à 18 GeV
à More investigation needed, but segmentation on the 
order of 200-400 µm



Backscattered photons vs. Beamline magnets
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Q8EF_5

Compton photons

For 2 of 3 quads, backscattered photons traverse iron-free region – coils can likely/hopefully be modified to 
accommodate
à Last quad (Q7EF_5) will probably require a hole in the iron – but this should not have large impact on 
quad performance 

Photons will not clear 
beamline magnet 
apertures in some cases

Zhengqiao Zhang (BNL)



Backscattered photons vs. Beamline magnets
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96.65% Rxy=0.5cm; 
99.17% Rxy=1.0cm;

We require Rxy=1cm for Q8EF_5;

12

1 cm radius required to capture 99% of spectrum
Q9_EF5 à 0.5 cm
Q7_EF5 à 1.25 cm

Initial studies done at 18 GeV à apertures will need to be larger at lower 
energies (5-10 GeV)

Zhengqiao Zhang (BNL)
68



Detector Size – Electron Detector
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Un-scattered beam

Scattered electrons will be dispersed horizontally by dipole 
after interaction à larger energy loss, further from beam
à Vertical size dominated by scattering angle – very small

Detector size: capture (longitudinal) asymmetry zero crossing 
and kinematic endpoint à this will be largest at highest energy 
(18 GeV)

à Implies detector size of at least 4.5 cm (6 cm would better)Lo
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Detector Segmentation – Electron Detector
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Detector segmentation driven by requirement to be able to 
extract polarization (fit asymmetry) without any corrections 
due to detector resolution (see SLD Compton)

à Studies with toy Monte Carlo suggest that about 30 bins 
(strips) between asymmetry zero crossing and endpoint 
results in corrections <0.1%

EIC Compton: separation between zero crossing and endpoint smallest at 5 
GeV
à12 mm, implies needed segmentation of about 400 µm

Easily achievable with silicon or diamond strip detectors

Note: at 5 GeV, asymmetry zero crossing only 8-10 mm from beam!

Electron detector

Ciprian Gal 3

• The segmentation of the electron detector would be given by the “narrow” distribution (5 GeV) and requires about 30 points between Compton 
edge and a bit over the 0-crossing

• This means that we are looking at approximately (175-163)/30 = 0.4mm

• The total size of the detector would be given by the widest distributions (18 GeV): approximately 60mm (~150 strips@400 um pitch)

• Additionally the detector would need to come in close to the beamline for us to be able to “see” the 0-crossing
• Again the 5GeV configuration gives us the tightest constraints: 8-10mm from the beam

Blue: identical vertex
Red: smeared vertex

A
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Transverse Polarization Measurement with EDET
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Beam energy PL PT

5 GeV 97.6% 21.6%
10 GeV 90.7% 42.2%
18 GeV 70.8% 70.6%

At Compton location – significant transverse beam polarization
à Unfortunately, this transverse polarization is in the horizontal 

direction
à Same coordinate as momentum-analyzing dipole

In the absence of the dipole, the transversely polarized electrons 
would result in a left-right asymmetry
à The ”scattered electron cone” is much smaller than the 

photons
à Left-right asymmetry is spread over much smaller distance 

(µm vs mm) 

The large dispersion induced by the dipole makes measurement 
of the left-right asymmetry impossible

Electron detector can only be used for measurements of PL

100% horizontal polarization (18 GeV)

Ciprian Gal 4

• The dipole itself however 
erases any remnant of this 
asymmetry

• To be sure I looked at the
analyzing power as a function
of horizontal position and 
indeed what we see is just 
noise

• This means that the only 
thing that the electron could 
measure is the longitudinal 
component through either a 
positional or calorimetric 
determination

• A similar result can be seen at 
5 GeV 

After dipole
After dipole

100% transversely polarized beam



Electron detector considerations

20

Wakefield study

119 MHz

476 MHz

Around 2160 W at 3A at low and medium energy
And 540 W at 0.75 A for high energy

Doable and will be reduced after optimization

Impedance after 10 days of computation

àPreliminary wakefield calculations (alternate 
configuration) suggest power deposited 
manageable

àThis needs to be updated for latest EIC layout

Figure 16: Beam pipe with tips to eliminate direct bounce to the detector

Figure 17: Antechamber design to mitigate synchrotron radiation bouncing

the geometry will be done to further reduce this power. Synchrotron energy deposit were evaluated to be
high also in the detector and a solution using an antechamber was designed solving this issue. Remaining
sources of background from physics from IR, halo will be studies in the next half of this fiscal year along
with the e↵ect of shielding on the polarization measurement. Additional study on sources of background
from outgassing and gas of proton trapped around the electron beam will start to be evaluated in next
fiscal year.

References

[1] Vacuum Consideration for the Beamline and IR, Marcy Stutzman

14

Electron detector likely cannot live in vacuum directly – needs to be housed in a structure similar to Roman Pot

Electron detector out of direct synchrotron fan, but single-bounce can deposit power on detector
à Studies by Mike Sullivan (for different configuration) suggested large power deposition
à Updated studies with GEANT4 for latest layout suggests that synchrotron backgrounds may not be a 

problem – work in progress

Mike Sullivan

72Sync photon energy [MeV]

1e6 electrons
E = 18 GeV 



Position Sensitive Detectors

• Requirements for position sensitive detectors
• Radiation hard
• Fast response (needed for bunch-by-bunch 

measurements)
• High granularity (down to 25 µm pitch)

Size determined by 5 GeV hit distributions, segmentation 
by 18 GeV distributions

Diamond strip detectors have been used successfully at 
JLab in Compton polarimeters
àNo performance degradation after 10 Mrad dose during 

Q-Weak experiment @ JLab
à Intrinsic time response is fast, but small signals require 

significant amplification – custom electronics/ASIC will 
be required

26

Electronics for very fast detectors

This board was also used to test the performance of a diamond sensor using a Sr90 β- source.

8.55 
ns

500 μm 
pcCVD

diamond

500 µm pCVD diamond w/TOTEM electronics
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Polarimetry at RCS
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1.2. OVERVIEW OF THE ERHIC ELECTRON ION COLLIDER 5

The design satisfies all requirements while the beam dynamics limits are not exceeded. In
particular, the design parameters remain within the limits for maximum beam-beam tune-
shift parameters (hadrons: xp  0.015; electrons: xe  0.1) and space charge parameter
( 0.06), as well as beam intensity limitations. The outline for the eRHIC electron ion
collider is shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of the eRHIC layout.

Polarized electron bunches carrying a charge of 10 nC are generated in a state-of-the-art
polarized electron source. The beam is then accelerated to 400 MeV by a linear accelerator
(LINAC). Once per second, an electron bunch is accelerated in a rapid cycling synchrotron
(RCS), which is also located in the RHIC tunnel, to a beam energy of up to 18 GeV and
is then injected into the electron storage ring, where it is brought into collisions with the
hadron beam. The spin orientation of half of the bunches is anti-parallel to the magnetic
guide field. The other half of the bunches have a spin parallel to the guide field in the arcs.
The Sokolov-Ternov [15] effect will depolarize these electron bunches with a time constant
of 30 min (at the highest energy of 18 GeV). In order to maintain high spin polarization,
each of the bunches with their spins parallel to the main dipole field (of which there are
145 at 18 GeV) is replaced every six minutes. The polarization lifetime is larger at lower
beam energies and bunch replacements are less frequent.

The highest luminosity of L = 1 ⇥ 1034 cm�2 sec�1 is achieved with 10 GeV electrons col-
liding with 275 GeV protons (ECM = 105 GeV). The high luminosity is achieved due to
large beam-beam parameters, a flat shape (or large aspect ratio sx/sy) of the electron and
hadron bunches at the collision point, and the large circulating electron and proton cur-
rents distributed over as many as 1160 bunches. Table 1.1 lists the main design parameters
for the beam energies with the highest peak luminosity.

Mott Polarimeter

Compton polarimeter

EIC electrons: source to storage ring
1. Ga-As polarized electron sourceà Mott polarimeter
2. Low energy transfer line (0.4 MeV)
3. Electron linac (400 MeV)
4. Rapid Cycling Synchrotron (0.4-18 GeV)
5. High energy transfer line to ESR (5-18 GeV)
6. ESR à Compton polarimeter

RCS is a Key location to check beam polarization
àHigh polarization verified at source w/Mott polarimeters
àPolarization measured in ESR with Compton polarimeter

à If low polarization observed at Compton, difficult to 
isolate problem location



Polarimetry for RCS
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RCS properties
• RCS accelerates electron bunches from 0.4 

to full beam energy (5-18 GeV)
• Bunch frequency à 2 Hz
• Bunch charge à up to 28 nA
• Ramping time = 100 ms

Polarimetry challenges
• Analyzing power often depends on 

beam energy 
• Low average current
• Bunch lifetime is short

Options
• Compton polarimeter in RCS

• Analyzing power depends on energy x
• Measurement times for a single bunch on the order of 

minutes (too long) x
• Møller in RCS

• Analyzing power nearly constant ✓
• Requires spectrometer x
• Destructive x

• Measurement in RCS à ESR transfer line



Measurement Time
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0.85 m

Q1

Q2collimators

detectors

beam

target

solenoid

1.847 m 7.16 m

1.333 m

Q3

In general, Møller
measurements faster than 
Compton
à Destructive measurements 
OK for dedicated polarization 
checks

Time estimates scaled from experience in Hall C @11 GeV
à15 minutes for 1% measurement of PL at 1 µA, 4 µm iron target

RCS: average (extracted) current ~ 56 nA (28 nC bunch at 2 Hz)
àTransverse analyzing power smaller by factor of 7, figure of merit worse by factor of 49
àTime estimate for 1% measurement of beam from RCS: 15 min * (1/0.056) * 49 = too long
àThicker foil (30 µm), reduced precision (10%): Measurement time = 17.5 minutes

Some discussion of running at larger bunch charge for these measurements



Mott Polarimetry at EIC
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742 CHAPTER 6. ACCELERATOR COMPONENTS DESIGN

be decelerated and absorbed by channeled electron multipliers (CEM). The CEMs will be
mounted 120� left/right due to the maximum Sherman function, as shown in Figure 6.221.

Figure 6.221: Low voltage Mott polarimeter drawing and beam trajectory from cathode to
polarimeter.

There are two more CEMs placed up/down to measure out-of-plane polarization that may
arise due to physical mechanisms, instrumental asymmetries, or misalignment. The mea-
surement duration to reach 0.5% error is shown in Figure 6.222. As the retarding potential
is increased negatively, electrons that have lost energy through inelastic scattering are ex-
cluded from the measurement. Once the retarding potential approaches the incident beam
kinetic energy, only elastically scattered electron are detected. A 1–5 µm gold film could
be plated on a copper cylinder. The two hemispherical electrodes should be rounded and
well polished to hold a high surface gradient. All the components inside the Mott chamber
should be bakeable to 250� C to achieve XHV.

EIC will make use of two Mott polarimeters to 
measure the electron polarization from the 
source

1. Low voltage Mott polarimeter
à Measure polarization at 20 keV immediately 

after photocathode 

2. High voltage Mott polarimeter
à Measure at 300 keV, in the beamline, before 

electron bunching
à Requires spin rotator to change electron from 

longitudinal to transverse spin

Low voltage Mott polarimeter

744 CHAPTER 6. ACCELERATOR COMPONENTS DESIGN

High Voltage Mott Polarimeter

In the baseline design, the Wien filter is not incorporated into the pre-injector. The electron
spin direction is parallel to their velocity. In order to measuring the polarization, the beam
needs to be kicked out from the pre-injector and passed through a spin rotator to rotate
the spin from longitudinal to transverse. The high voltage Mott polarimeter will be placed
before the bunching section where the electron beam energy is about 300 keV. At higher
energy it would be difficult to rotate the spin by electric fields, and the Sherman function
would be lower. Thus, the polarimeter beam line (shown in Figure 6.223) begins at a 12�

spectrometer dipole magnet that bends the electron out from the main beam line. A short
length of beam pipe transports these electrons from the dipole to the polarimeter. A pair
of X/Y steering coils and a vacuum isolation valve are interlocked along this beam pipe.

An adjustable collimator is located at the entrance of the polarimeter, used to define the
polarimeter acceptance for the incident electrons. After the spin rotator, the electron beam
will scatter off a gold target foil and then pass through a collimator towards the detectors.
The detector acceptance for the scattered electrons is defined by the conic apertures in the
collimator. At the end of the beam line, a dipole magnet and beam dump are used to
suppress background from scattered electrons and gamma radiation.

Figure 6.223: Layout of the Mott polarimeter beam line.

High voltage Mott polarimeter



Summary (Part 2)

• EIC will require multiple polarimeters and techniques to fully characterize electron beam 
polarization throughout the accelerator complex (source à ESR)

• Compton polarimeter will be primary device used by experimenters 
－Mott and RCS polarimeter also important, but precision can be somewhat more relaxed

• EIC Compton design in progress
－Location determined
－Laser and detector technologies consistent with required performance have been identified, 

but options are still being explored
－Still work to be done on integration with beamline, background studies 
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